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Preface

In recognition of the need to improve the procedures for the assessment of aircraft for repaired-ruiway operation tile AGARD
Structures and Materials Panel~held meetings to review the methods used vithin tile NATO nations and to promote the
exchange of information between them. The outcome of those meetings is represented by tile papers in AGARD-CP-326.
However, it appeared that further progress was necessary towards the establishment of common approaches to designing
aircraft for an environment which exhibited wide variability in runway repair methods and standards, to deriving data on
aircraft capabilities and to presenting those data so that they could be related to particular runway characteristics and thus be
used to determine the viability of desired operations. Accordingly, a Working Group was set up with the objective of developing
design requirements and qualification methods the application of which across NATO wou I improve aircraft utihatton and
interoperability. This report presents the findings of that Working Group, which met between April 1983 and July 1986. The
members of the Working Group are listed below.

Dr JJ.Olsen - USA (Chairman)
B.W.Payne - UK (Technical Chairman)
YMaitin-Siegfried - France
A.J.Krauss - Germany
M.Hacklinger - Germany
C.Altare - Italy
DrR.Freymann - Luxembourg
H.H.Ottens - Netherlands
CJ.Brain - UK
DJ.Eckford - UK
G.H.Haines - UK
B.M.Morris - UK
D.C.Thorby - UK
R.F.Buttles - USA
B.M.Crenshaw - USA
Il.E.Kalthoff - USA
M.W.Skinner - USA
A.V.Petersons - USA,

Many thanks are extended to all who participated in the Working Group, especially to Mr D.Eckford (Uk) who acted as
editor of the report.

JJ.OLSEN
Chairmian, Working Group 22
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Preface

Pour ripondre li a demande qui se fait sentir pour l'anilioratiort des jproci~durcs d'exploitation des a~5ronefs sur des pistes
r~pardes, le panel AGARD des Structures ct Mat~riaux a orgarris6 des rc~unions pour faire le point sur Ics in.thodes cruployees
par Ics pays mezabres dc l'OTAN et pour pronrouvoir des dchanges d'inforniations.

La publication AGARD-CP-326 r~sulte deces n~unions.

Ndaroins, du progr~s restait it faire pour .5rablir one approche commune sur les qutrcions suivantes:

l a conception des adronefs dans un environnement soumis i P'influence de lagrandediv'crsint de standards ct des techniques
de rdflcction des Oisies

-en d~duire les dondes sur lcs performances des adroricfs ct

- a pr~sentation de ces mn~ncs donndes de telic sorre qu'ellcs correspondent .4 (les caract6ristique-s dc pistes d'atterrssage
sp~cifiqzres ct qu'cllcs puissent Etr utilis~es pour l'exploitation dins les op~ratiozs pr~vuc.:.

Par cons~cluezz, un groupe de travail ar 6t6 constitud avec pour mandat d'6laborer des 6tudes de concept despdcrficatzons et des
procddures d'cssai de qualification dont la raise en application par tous les pays nienbres deC I'OTAN lpcrnettrart uric nicillcur
intcropdrabilit6 et une plus grande utilisauiol des avoins en service.

Cc rapport prdscnte les conclusions du groupe, qui scst rduni plusicurs fois pendant la pdrtode avril I983-jullet 1986. La 1rste,
des mctnbrcs s'dtablit conite suit:

Dr JJ.Oiscn - USA,(Clrairman)
13.W.Payne - UK (I'cchnieal Chairman)
Y.Martin-Siegfried - France
A.J.Krauss - Ge ,rmany
M.1-acklingcr - Germany
C.Altarc - Italy'
Dr R.Freyrnn - Luxembourg
lIflHOttens - Neilierlarzds
CIBllin - UK
DJ.ICckford - UK
G.I-I.1laines. - UK
B.M.Morris - UK
D.C.Thorby - UK
R.F.iluttles: - USA
1.M.Crerishaw - USA
F.E.Kalthoff - USA
M.W.Skinnet - USA
A.VPeterscmts - USA

JJ.OLS13N
Prdsidcrit, Groupe de Travail 22
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1 INTRODUCTION details two designs. The determination and utilization of the
The dependence of ijost modern military aircraft upon, aircraft' capabilities which result from current design
specially' provided surfaces for ground -operation makes reluirements and practices are considered (Section 6), for
thir destruction an attractive option for tlie restriction of which the 'concept of relating those capabilities to
effective,sorties by, an enemy..Front the-viewpoint-of the encounters with 'standard bumps',in the ground profile is
force wl'ose airfields have been attacked the need is to iniroduied. (The development, and definition of such
r-'tore those surfaces to an adequate standard as quickly standard bunipsis fullydescribed in Appendix 6.)Tie topic
ind economicilly as possible. The expediency of remedial of 'lnteroperability is considered' in Section 7; the
measures depeinds Ibth on the'available repair techniques requirements for data presentation are Jiscussed and an
and on the capabilities of airciaft to operate from surfaces overall' framework is developed, again referring aircraft
which exhibitdeficiencies in smooihness aid/or strength. capabilities tostaudard bumps. Two possible approaches
Ideally, then, the design of aircraft which might be required within that framework are described in detail and compared
to operate from damaged and repaired runwas and the for the extent to which they permit the exploitation of
development o f methods of ruhiwayrepair should go hand in aircraft capabilities and for the demands which they make
hand frori an agreed common target of repaired-surface fo their application. The data presentations which are
quality; in practice, however, such a requirement has not yielded by thoseapproaches aregiven in Appendix 7 for two
hitherto, been considered in aircraft design, and repair aircraft types. Improvements in landing-gear design which
techniques have been aimed at the goal of complete would extend thecapabilities of aircraft to cope with runway
restoration but without explicit consideration of the benefits repairs are considered in Sectioi 8. Section 9 defines a set of
for aircraft capability of apparent improvements. The requirements which might be applid to the design of
capabilities of individual aircraft types operated by a iircraft to operate front repaired runways - the rationale
particular nation have been evaluated'against the repair behind each case specified is given.
standards which they wyere fieldiig at the time. Clearly that is
a far cry front the requirement within an alliance such as 2 TIE REPAIRED-RUNWAY OPERATIONAl,
NATO to be able interchangeably to operate various aircraft ENVIRONMENT
fron the airfields of various nations. The. repaired-runtwayeinvroimeint is one which has not

been expressly considered in. the design of any current
In seeking to define a utified approach to the problems of aircraft. This Section briefly,dcscribestthe runway damage
design, assessment and utilization of aircraft for- repaired- and the repair~techniques which lead to that environment.
runway operations the Working Group itembers offered The general problenh of establishing aircraft operations is
experiene in structural dynamics, ih landing-gear design discussed wih reference to the influence of the properties of
and in aircraft clearance and certification related to ground the repaired runway and of operational techniques.
operations. Their aims were to distil that experience into an 2.1 The repaied-runway envirnment
exposition of the important features of the operating Thereare three c'asses of weapon which may cause damage
cavironmiit, to relate them to the behaviour of aircraft and to runways: those which impact on the surface, those which
landing gears, as influenced by current design requirements, explode on the surface and those which explode in or below
and to assess methods for establishing aircraft capabilities the surface layek. The first group is exemplified by some
by calculation and test. The apposite presentation of those types of gun projectiles, weapons which fail to explode and
capabilities could then be discussed. Alleviation ofthe fragments from'larger weapons which explode ticarby. The
limitations found with typical current landing gears was to resulting craters are usually quite small and are often termed
be consi'ered. Finally, design, requirements which 'spalls' or 'scabs. Such craters cail also be caused by small
Accommodated' operations from repaired runways weie to weapons which explode on the surface. A general definition
be formulated. is that they do not penetrate the thickness of the runway

This ort develops and illustrates the subject of repaired surface layer and do not exceed about 1.5 m in length -

runway operatio its Sections reflect the various above because ,of the former condition there is no associated

ims..hile-thAppendixes amplify particular aspects. deformation of the surrounding pavement. The second
Troughout, topics are discussed from fundamentalsso that group, those wcapois-'hih explode on te surface, are
it, may i)ovide an, introduction to the structural and inefficienit in producing runway daitge ard arc iorially

dynamicl implicatiois of repaired-runway operat:on, as intended to create other kinds of damage on the airfield.
well as a statement of. the current level of develop;nent- of Typical kinds arucan no'n shells, cluster initions, unguided

teclniquds in design, assessment and operatiotial'cearance. rockets, nose-fusd~genehil-purpose bombs and area denial
tiines. Though the craters produced' will vary in size

The production of the operational entvironment froti depending oit the yield of the weapon they are likely to be
damage by a variety.of weapons and subsequent repair is comparatively shallow and not accompanied by significant
described (Section 2aiid Appendix 1) and its ihfluences on surrolding deformation. The final group of weapots
aircraft operations outlined. The sources of the operational cotprises those specifically directed'at damaging runways,
limitations imposed by critical responses and loads are ttet! wiich nust penetrate the paventent surface before
considered in Section 3: the use of iathematical modelling exploding.That is achieved bykineticeenergyorby explosive
(see'also Appendix 2)'supported by compoitent tests and penetration using a shaped' charge. The former calt be
aircraft trials (see also Apodndixes 3 and 4, respectively) in produced for a frec-faIbomb by dropping front medium
determining those limilations is discussed.' ie ireclevance to altitude - around 3000 m - or fora weapon deployed ata
repaired-runway operation of cuirent desighrequircients lower altitude by a rocket motoh. A weapon of this type
is reviewed, withpirticulai consideration of the ground creates a deco crater wlich:isusually-asociatcd'wit!'a
profiles tfiey'define (Scction'4). Tihe'basis 6f-the desigitoi considcrable anitountofupheav'alofthesurroundingriutway
landing gears typical foicurrehitmilitatyaircraftisdiscussed. surface. Fig 2.1 shows the 'lkely form of such a crater
in Section 5 - data'on their basic characteristics are given together with the definitions of various features (following
therein for a la'ge number of aircraft, while Ahilcndix 5 Ref 2.1, 'aper 3). ° /.,i.
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2

In tile aftermath of an attack using specialized weapons the The development of better runway repair methods will be
airfield commander will be faced with widespread damage paralleled by improvements in tie technology of rnwp
o the airfield and its services, which may be aggravated by cratering weapons so that in the foreseeable future 1-1e

the use of area-denial and delayed-action munitions, ability rapidly to reopen a runway after an attack will be
chemical weapons, ground attack by specialist forces and determined by the capabilities of aircraft to cope with
radio communications jamming. That isoften called the crossing repairs ofa particular degree of roughness.
'post-attack environment' .The repair task in general is
termed 'airfield datage repair' (ADR), which encompasses The capabilities of current aircraft vary widely; however
both the restorationof essential services and the repair of most combat aircraft cannot tolerate adversely spaced
aircraft operating surfaces (RAOS). It is the latter aspect multiple repairs to current standards when at normal
which is the subject of this discussion. Ideally the damage operational mass. To ameliorate that situation requires one
would be rapidly repaired and the airfield would resume its of four courses of action. First, the quality of the repairs
normal functions. The longer the repairs take the more could be improved but that carries penalties in time for
potential aircraft sorties are lost and the greater is the making them initially and for maintaining their standard.
likelihood of a follow-up attack before the airfield can be Second, the mass of the aircraft could be reduced to make it
reopened. Speed of repair is therefore essential, but first more tolerant to roughness but the reductions in range and/
there must be a decision on which craters are to be repaired, or payload would lessen sortie effectiveness. Tlird, the
access to the craters for repair plant must be established and MOS could be chosen to avoid critical repair spacings but
the risk to plant and persomeLmust be reduced to an the additional constraint on MOS selection could adversely
acceptable level by explosive ordnance disposal (EOD).The affect th6 'cgst' of its establishment. Fourth, the manner in
critical activity is the decision making since the others are which the aircraft is piloted nay be changed by specifying
dependent upon designation of the specific areas involved. non-standard use of, for example, wheel brakes or.reverse
That process must be based on accurate assessment both of thrust but that would probabiy be of only limited
the damage resulting from the last attack and of the effectiveness and niight require special pilot trainingand the
preceding state due to previous damage. Assessment can be lengthening of the MOS.
based on data from various sources ranging from sketch
plans produced by a man on foot to computer processed The choice of which of the above courses is used to resolve
output front special electro-optical reconnaissance systems, the problem is dependent on a number of operational'
but the stages in the process remain the same. The RAOS factors and will vary front one nation to another; however, to
command centre requires the following information: the make it informed the effect on aircraft capability of aircraft
positions and types of damage to the operating surfaces, the configuration, repair location and surface roughness must
resources (personnel, plant and materials) available to effect be known for the operational procedures which that nation
repairs and their locations, the threats to those resources has chosen to adopt. Conceivably the airfield commander
from unexploded ordnance, chemical warfare agents and may decide to disregard thelevel of an aircraft's tolerance to
ground forces, and the types, configurations, tumbersand roughness and so risk aircraft damage. 'That will have to be
locations of aircraft for which the airfield is to be repaired so if the required Information is not available and will
and the dimensions of the minimum operating strip (MOS) anyway become increasingly likely if the credibility or
which they require. Given that information a repair plan reliability of that, information is seen as poor or the
must be produced on the criterion of minimising a certain complexity of its application is too great. However, it must
'cost' - generally the time to reopen the airfield but possibly be realized that it is not just an individual aircraft which is at
also accounting for the amount of material used and the risk risk - the repairs made to establish the, MOS may be
to repair resources, damaged and the strip blocked. Removal of a burning

aircraft with a full load of fuel and weapons will not be an
For many reasons each NATOnation has its own methods easy task!
for RAOS although the basic principle is the same, giving a There arethree aspects of runway roughness which affect
typical section of a repair as shown in Fig 2.2 (from Ref 2.1, e three ae of runway s ich aPaper 3). Thre technique consists of removin'g excess ders operations from damaged and repaired runways: the
P a e ptabl.uhe avniqued onsistsvem oa ing ces rdebris inherent roughness of the runwa itself, the roughness due to
and unacceptably upheaved paveint atnd Filling the crater
before covering with a cap which has sufficient structural unrepaired damage and the roughness of repairs. These will
strength to withstand both the overall w'heel load and the tire be considered individually before looking at their combinedthe teir effects and discussing restrictions which have been acceptedcontact pr~essure. The cap taust also prevent the scattering of in order to make tractable the analyses of which the results

fill material since that would pose a hazard to the aircraft
a I are presented herein. One which should be mentioned is thefrom foreign-object damage (FOD). For scab' craters a ep e rtio dsingle agent usually provides both fillingand capping, except assumpti,.n that both the runway and the repairs are rigid;

in one method which uses steel plates to 'bridge' the crater, tius deformations of the surface during the passage of an
For large craters the cap can be metal (eg Class 60 trackway, aircraft have been ignored.
AM-2 matting or steel matting), fibreglass matting, a plastic Both repaired and unrepaired damage create discrete
membrane, concrete slabs, high alumina or vacuum.de- obstacles but in contrast the height deviation oftthe inherent,
watered concrete, or other quick-se, i'.g, high-strength runway profile is of a mainly continuous nature, which gives
material. The fill material usually incorporates graded rise to difficulties in considering in a general way their
aggregatesorcrushed rock, possiblysupplementingcrushed combinedeffects. That in practice they cannot be totally
debris from the crater. All the various repair methods have divorced has been shown by studies such as that reported in
their own advantages arid disadvantages and each yields a Paper 7 of Ref 2.1, from which Fig 2.3 is taken: the effect of
typical residual surface roughness chiaracterist.:. Aooendix the underlying runway profile on the critical spacing
I gives a detiled discussion for each. Still further variations between two repair niats is shown. Some allowance has in
can be expected in tile future as each nation strives to thepastbeenmadeforthcerrorsduetotheseparationofthe
improve the efficiency of its repair techniques, two types of roughness by reducing the permissible



I3!a
incremental load by its average excursion due to inherent level of braking is increased; hence during the landing roll-
roughness, on the assumption that there is a low probability out there is a conflict between those two requireennts.
of the maximum value of the latter coinciding with the peak When tile length of the MOS is determined by take-off
load due to a discrete repair. There is no fundamental reason requirements that conflict might be resolvable by specifying
why tile effect of a particular runway profile cannot be the brakinglevelas that needed to stop the aircraft within the
allowed for in the determination of the acceptability of a take-off distance; however, that is an imprecise approach
particular repair pattern; however, the results would then be since the pilot's subjective appreciation of deceleration is
specific to that runway and repair location. The level of the poor and lie finds descriptions such as 'light' or 'tmedium'
inherent runway roughness may be increased in wartime for braking difficult to interpret. Therefore, for determining tile
twe reasons: first, many NATO airbases have taxiways braking distances required it is the lowest interpretation of
designated for use as emergency runways which are not the description which must be assumed whereas for
maintained to the same standard,; as the main runways and, determining the ability to cross repairs it is the highest.
second, it is possible that a number of adjacent explosions Another factor which affects the determination of the
may distort the profile of a runway with a flexible pavement acceptability of repairs is the accuracy with which the

and thus increase its roughness, aircraft's ground speed can be predicted. For take-off runs,
which can be started at a defined point, the speed at any

2.2 Operational considerations point on the runway can be fairly accurately predicted if tle
Tie way in which i aircraft is operated can have a mass is known and adjustments are made for air density
cotsidelable influence on its ability to cross runway repairs, runway slope and environmental conditions. On landing,

particularly during t e landing roil-out wherein significant however, predictions are much more difficult since there are
effects can be introduced by pilot actions. Fig 2,4 shows an considerable variations in touchdown speed, touchdown
example of the effects of elevator and wheel-brake inputs oi position and level of deceleration. Fig 2.5 gives data fot C-
tte loads over repairs, Tte use of reverse thrust, wing flaps" 130 aircraft landing on a short, narrow runway in good

an rkeprcltutes and encounters witht arrestor gears

can also produte significant effects both from changes to the visibility but without approach aids - conditions which are

stad balap ce sigiicantefts bth from nstcoha ditions, thought to be fairly representative of landing on a MOS. It is
steady balance of the aircraft and froi transient ot seen tl t at some points on tile runway almost the wholeCareful consideration of the traiining requireiunts would be range . reeds may apply; thus it is difficult precisely to
necessary before recommending any piloting technique rag .ecsmypl;thsiisdfcutrcslyo

necesar beorerecometdin an piltin tehntlue delimit acceptable repair locatiotns for a landing strip.

specific to repaired-runway operations: if the efficacy of

training could not be relied upon the use of a potentially REFERENCES
advantageous technique might be precluded. 2.1 Aircraft response to damaged and repaired runways,

The capability to cross repairx is generally reduced as the AGARD-CP-326, August 1982
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3 FSTABLISHMENT OF AIRCRAFT CAPABILITIES which produce formerly unconsidered loading conditions
Operations from damaged and repaired runways are may be introduced. Additional stress analyses may show
dictated by the exigencies of wartime situations and that the structure, perhaps with modification to new critical
therefore inherently allow the full utilization of an aircraft's areas, has a positive margin of safety for those conditions.
capabilities up to a point where the risks involve outweigh Such conditions which lead to an extension of the defined
the operational gains.' The determination of those structural capability are referred to as'design limit strength'
capabilities in such circumstances must be largely bsed on conditions. The analyses reported herein to define the
calculation. This chapter discusses the requirements for capability of an aircraft to operate from a repaired runway
an6sytical modelling in relation to the conditions which have based that definition on limit load or on a higher load
occur during the crossing of repairs and approaches to- corresponding to design limit strength where that was
solution are described in general terms. Addiional established.
information on the details-of modelling aircraft and their 3.2 The anatomy ofa repair encounter
components is given in Appendix 2. The use of rig tests to As a basis for defining tie required features of analytical
support analytical modelling is discussed herein, while models in order to determine the limiting loading conditions
Appendix 3 provides information on current test methods the behaviour of an aircraft when crossing a runway repair
and tie capabilities of existing facilities. The role of aircraft will be described. For simplicity it will be assumed that the
tests in providin~g further such support and in exploring profile of the repait is of the simple form defined in
limitations which are not amenable to analytical Appendix 6 - a flat plateau with leading and trailig ramps.
determination ts also considered - Appendix 4 expands on
that topic. When the tires of tlte nose landing gear encounter the

leading ramp they will be further compressed, so increasing
The discussions of this Section and investigations to be the force 0-y apply to the axle. Under the influence of that
reported later - in Sections 6 and 7 and Appendix 7 - force the shock strut will be compressed and upward motion
reflect sonic restrictions in scope which were imposed to and nose-t'p pitching of the whobe -ircraft will occur; those
reduce the complexity of the problems studied. It has actions all tend to decrease tite incremiental load due to tire
already been mentioned that the effects of inherent runway compression.Thus at some instant during the time when the
roughness cannot be completely separated from those of nose tires are on the leading ramp there will be a peak in the
discrete obstacles. Nevertheless, the former have been, load on the nose landing gear. Some time later the main tires
ignored for the purpose of calculation; their influence is will reach the leading ramp and a similar action will take
subsequently reconsidered in deriving aircraft capabilities, place as regards the main landing gears, but with a nose-
Experience has shown that most problems in the operation down pitching influence. At that instant the aircraft will
of combat aircraft from rough surfaces are associated with probably already be pitching nose down - indeed, if the
symmetric motion, therefore asymmetric motion has been repair length is shorter than its wheelbase tlte nose tires will
ignored in the following discussions and in all the atalytical: havecrossed the trailing ramp. There will follow a second
studies reported herein. Aircraft trials have, however, peak in the nose-gearload either while it is still on the repair
revealed that, particularly for larger aircraft, problems plateau or after it has reached the subsequent undamaged
associated with asymmetric motion can arise both in runway surface. Which of thosecircumstances produces the
structural loading and in handling, greater load depends on the characteristics of the aircraft

and of its landing gears. A particularlysevere case will occur
3.1 Basic consideratians ih the latter if a second repair is encountered at the time of
It is generally assumed from the outset that tie capability of the peak load. The above description has concentrated on
an aircraft to operate from a repaired runway will mainly be the loading conditions of the nose undercarriage - similar
defined by those conditions forwhich the limit of its assured conditions apply to the main gears, for which also the
structural integrity is reached. Many components may be following discussion is generally applicable.
subject to critical conditions; however, because most of the st From tieabove it can be seen that there are three phases in
are consequent upon the loads developed by the landing which peak landing-gear loads are usually generated i
gears it is the latter to which reference will be made in the
following discussion. (a) The encounter with the leading ramp of a repair

The loads for which an aircraft structure is designed are (b) The subsequent downward motion of the aircraft while
established either directly by specification or from analyses the main fanding gear is still on the repaired surface
of the loading, conditions in specified operating (c) As'b'whenbothgearsareon tefollowingunrepaircd
environmneiits. Those basic loads are referred to as 'design surface, particularly when compounded with *.a'
limit loads. A safety factor, commonly 1.5, is applied to the
design limit loads to give the'ultimate loads. At a particular
structural location the difference between the ratio of the 3.3 Application ofiathematicaln odelling
stress corresponding to ultimate load to the allowable stress yop degees o freedomy gh gegaredrven'sys thand unity is the 'margin of safety': any structure with a multiple degrees of freedom which are 'driven' by the
positive margin of s affety is considered satisfactoy for use variations in-ground elevation at the'landing gears. It ispto the design limit load, necessary, therefore, for dynamical models realistically toup determine the input forces which excite them and the
Complex built-up structures seldom have a uniform margin resulting responses thereih. Because each of the degrees of
of safety. Any portions of the structure which have a zero freedom - landing-gear movements, overall bodily motions
margin of safety for a defined loading condition are called and responses in structural modes - .ias associated with it a
'critical areas' with respect to that condition: even then it is fundamental frequency one may expect to be able to focus
likelS, that much of the structure will have a positive macgin oi, likely occurrence of pc,tk iesponses by correlating
of safety nd becapbeof carrying highem loads. During the various sources of excitation with the tinmes at which they
life of an aircraft new missions or operating techniques occur.
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In phase'a' the time taken by the forcegenerated by the tires For 'design' purposes it. is necessary only to consider the
to reach its peak is short; therefore the input forces for the potentially most critical cases. Often judgements can be
.rigid-body' aircraft modes and -tie lower-frequency made~fron the outset on tile conditions likely to produce
structural modes will be little affected by the corresponding them: tile required-calculations call thereby be restricted in
responses.hlte vital parts of the system for modellingare the number For 'interoperability' purposes the situation is very
tires, to.define tile rate at which the applied force builds up, different. The range of operational conditions which could
and theshock strut, to determine the reliefofthe loading due initially be specified would probably require an
to upward axle movement;For the formersince the length of unacceptably extensive programme cc calculations to
tile ratmp will often be comparable to the tire footprint determine an,aircraft's capabilities were each case to'be
length, the use ofa distributed-contact' rather than a 'point- considered separately. Also it would have to be recognized
contact'tire representation is itdicated while for the latter it that other conditions might eventually have to be covered,
is necessary realistically to represent the increases in shock- raising the question of how to do so. What is required to
strutspring and damping forces under the condition ofrapid solve those problems is a method of synthesising the
compression. The severity ofthis case will, as is shown in loadings and responses for any given case from those for a
Appendix 6, usually be greater the shorter the time to limited number of, basic cases. The programme of
traverse tile ramp; i:e. the smaller the ratio R/V, where R is calculations would still be greater than for 'design' cases
the ramp length and V the aircraft speed. alone since critical conditions in the synthesized cases

For a single repair of length L the value of the ratio L/V in would generally be produced from non-critical conditions in

relation to the period of one ofthe modes of response will be time basic cases; however, it would be initially definable and

an appr6ximate measure of the degree of forcing of that not require later extension. At present no such method has

mode. Therefore the maxima ofa particular output quantity, been substantiated: a possible approach is described in

say a structural load, are likely to occur at approximately the Section 7.

same value of L/V. If, then, to reduce the number (f cases The development of a method of synthesis could provide a
which have to be considered a number of-fixed values of L link between tile design of aircraft to operate from damaged
are chosen, interpolation and extrapolation of results to and repaired runways and tme determination of their
estimate maxima for other values will be most reliable if operational capabilities by analytical methods. 7[he
carried out for that value of L/N calculations required for the former can readily be extended
The ensuing response in any mod, will, exhibit the to provide the data for the latter. Fora non-linearsystemany
fundamental period of that mode. Hence the characteristics such method could produce only approximate results -
of that response, in particular the maxima, can be related to also, for landing gears the 'hard' non-linearities of zero and
the ratio X/V, where X is the distance travelled from the maximum deflections oftiresandshock struts will limit their
repair. (Tie exact definitions of X and V are problematical, validity. Therefore indicators of thie range of applicability of
esvechd.. since the cases of practical interest are for tile method niust also be Jefined. which is probably best
accelerating or decelerating motion - specific done as an offshoot of the design process. Any cases which
recommendations are given in Section 7, but for our present swere found to fall outsidethat range would necessitatecither
general discussion we need not be concerned.) The a full analysis or thtir exclusion from the aircraft's
maximum values of output quantities resulting from established operating regime, the choice depending ol the
encountering a following repair are therefore associated implied operational restriction.
with particular values ofS/V whereSis thespacingbetween As is discussed in Appendix 2, the basic formulation of
that repair and the first. Again, that gives a basis for reliable analytical models for ihe calculation of loadings and
interpolation of maxima for various chosen values of S. responses during operation oln rough ground is well

For calculation of the loading and motion of tile aircraft the established and a multiplicity of computer programs for

system model must allow for the simulation of responses in their implementation exist. Many of those progratm.
the rigid-body modes of heave and pitch (and, ifasymmetric incorporate features which are specific to the representation
crossings of repairs are to be consideed, roll) and in of the characteristics of particular landing gears, indicating
structural modes - for combat aircraft the latter can that while general techniques for modelling the behaviourof
sometimes be ignored. Particularly at high speeds, the tires system components are available practical complexities
may leave theground ott tile trailing ramp; therefore, the tire often demand their adaptation to suit individual designs. In
represcntato;, has to yield zero forces in that condition and some cases the ability adequately to predict component
the shock-strut model must be appropriate to a condition of behaviour solely front design data is in doubt: experimental
free (or rapid) recoil, data must then be sought.

The modelling of the tires and the shock struts has to take
into account the enveloping properties of the former and the 3.4 Use ofexperinental data
non-linear spring-force characteristic and the orifice Landinggears are routinely tested in drop test rigs, of which
damping (force proportional to the -square of stroking' many exist within the AGARD countries. Measurements are
velocity) ofthelatter. A general analytical model is therefore taken of time overall forces produced by the landing gears
not productive of closed-form solutions for the response to versus tile deflections of tires and of shock struts and

arbitrary inputs and yields results only by a marching sometimes also of tile internal pregsures of the latter, which
solution of differential equations, allied to routines for time permits a more delailed assessment of iteir behaviour. Tie
estimation of the forces produced in the system. For certain shock-strut operating conditions during suchsimulated
fundamental investigations it may be possible to obtain landings are, however, markedly different to those during
guidance on the effect ofparanetric variations by linearising taxiing over obstructions: it has also been fou'ld that
the systemand synthesisine re pon e- from those produced repeated cycling ca. alter both sprig and dampimg
byprimitive inputs, e g ramps or steps (as, for example, in characteristics. To produce more realistic conditions sonic
'Ref 3.1); however, that apifroach is likely to have limited drop test'rigs have been equipped with hydraulically driven
applicability to specific programmes of assesstent. platforms which call be placed beneath the landing gear and



driven in accordance with any desired programme of 4 CURRENT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
vertical displacement. An extension of that concept is seen Design requirements, provide the basic criteria which are
in the AGILE facility at the Wright Aeronautical necessary to define a-new aircraft design. The structural
'Laboratories of the USAFwhcrcin such excitations can tal:e design criteria are specified in order. to ensuie sufficient
place independently on all three landing gears of aircraft strength to cover the envisaged-operational usage of the
with masses up to about 25 t. A deficiency ofall the above aircraft during its whole life oycle. For landing gears the
facilities for the direct s;mulation of txiing cases is that the design criteria ar- related to design mass, to notional landing
wheels are not rolling (save for spin-up prior to 'landing') procedures, to design sink rates, to defined runway
and so the true action of the tires over obstructions is not obstacles, and so on. Design criteria, which remain constant
represented., Rotary dynamometers havegenerally. been once-the basic design has been completed, must not be
employed to determine, the characteristics of tires under confused with clearance parameters, which are continually
various combinations of deflection, yaw, slip and camber. It changing with changes of operational procedures, aircraft
is usually impracticable, however, to equip them for making masses and configurations as well as with better knowledge
measurements under, conditions of varying ground of the real operating environment and of the actual
elevation. A type of facility which provides the opportunity structural strength, from test results. In most cases a specific
,for measuring tire forces over any desired ground profile clearance is given' after an aircraft's capabilities have been
and for conducting representative simulations for complete assessed for a particular combination of configuration and
landing gears is the linear dynamometer where a test environment to optimize its operational utilization,
carriage is guided by rails along a track and may beequipped Occasionally structural reinforcement may even be required
with a variety of loaded tires or gears. The most capable of to permit a clearance for operationally acceptable masses
such facilities is the Landing Loads Test Track at NASA, and speeds for a new environment. Hence, design criteria
Langley which permits the testing of landinggears ofalmost are necessarily of a broad and general nature whereas
any size over their full speed ranges. clearance parameters are very spec'fic in their application.

Further details of test facilities of the types reviewed above The problem of appropriately specifying design criteria for
are given in Appendix 3. new aircraft projects is aggravat,.d by the length of aircraft

Theuseof test facilities to supplement design data isof most development. On average it now takes more than 10 years

valueif embarked upon at an earlysiagein the assessment of fully to develop a new type and by the time an aircraft fleet
opportunity o becomes operational the spectrum of usage can be quite,a design since there is then the greatest o ityrto different from that originally envisaged when fbrmulating

.modify it to improve upon the consequent aircraft tedsg rtra
,capabilities. Therefore the possible needs in that regard the design criteria.
should be considered from the outset when operation from An attempt may be made to make allowances for such
rough runways is required: it is generally the case that the imponderables'; however, specifying an all-embracing
more reprasentative the necessary test the more complex design envelope could lead to huge mass penalties.The great
will be the appropriate facility and associated equipment. influence of landing-gear design criteria on total aircraft

mass (and cost) is well showni by the difference between
Some aspects of operations can be explore,) only by aircraft -aircraft of the US Air Force and those of the Navy, which
tests. The motion of the aircraft may be intolerable to the have towithstand operations from carriers. It is therefore
pilot or may have an adverse effect on his degree of control necessary to strike a fine bilance between a specification
Problems which analysis can cover only for zero or which does not unduly penalize the basic design and one
predefined control inputs may be ameliorated or which is likely to provide the; desired operational capability
exacerbated by pilotingr techniques. Directional control without the need forstructur ti modificatiens for many years
during asymmetric repair crossings cannot be assessed to come.
without the participation of a pilot. Since the techniques of runway destruction and restitution
To produce results which are valid for actual operations are currently subject to change (as Appendix I shows) and
aircraft tests itst reproduce the conditions therein as will remain so in future it is impossible precisely to predict
faithftilly as possible. Because of the nature of those the profiles of repaired runways. Therefore it is to be
operations, however, hazard attends such tests; therefore expected that relevant design requirements willexh;bit some
their planning and conduct require great care. Appendix 4 lack of definition (in contrast, for example, to those for in-
discusses in detail those aspects, based upon experience to flight loading actions for conventional aircraft). However, it
date. will be seen in the following reviews of existing requirements
Aircraft tests have frequently been employed to check the that they are often so broad that they cannot be applied to.
validity of analytical modelb under realistic conditions and any particular case without additional specific
to provide a basis for their mod!ication.Jbe usual lack of quantification. It is an objective to provide quantitative
prior validation by means of data from test facilities has, guidance for design cri eria, based upon the best evidence
however, considerably extended both pre-test planning and now available, so that in new designs tite operational
the test programme-itself, With the benefit of such data capabilities are balanced. Also, the definition of those
aircraft tests can be more sharply focutred on the aspects of criteria should assist the interoperability of aircraft among
assessment for which they are vitally required, though they tie NATO nations.
will probably still be employed for the ultimate validation of,
analyticsl techniques. 4.1 US Design Requiremi:ts

A former US specification for, ground loads - MIL-A
REFERENCES, 8862(ASG) (Ref 4.J) -, which was common to-Air Force
3,1 Olsen JJ and Navy aircraft, ormnilud consideration of ground

Theresponse ofa one-degr-c-of-hiedom oscillatorto roughness. It has been replaced by MIL-A-8862A(USAF)
two successive disturbances, AFWAL-TM.86-1-F113, (Ref 4.2) for the AirForce and by MIL-A-8863A-(Ref 4.3)
April 1986. for the Navy, both of which specify ground profiles.



In line with earlier practice, MIL-A-8862A(USAF) adopts of Figs 4.3 and 4.4 were initially derived from data on the
the deterministic approach of defining the lan"'ng cases in llughes Aircraft Company's soil runway and on the US
terms of extreme conditions. MIL-A-8863A abandons that Marine Corps' multi-matted-surface runway in California -

approach in favour of a more 'raiional' probabilistic data on two additional matted and eight unprepared
approach based on envelopes of combinations of variables, runways were used to establish the final definitions. The
Both the probability owstributions of those variables and the spectra of Fig 4.4 could be used directly to predict loads;
required combined probabilities aie specified. That is however, because of the strong non-linearhies displayed by
similar to the philosophy adopted in MIL-8861 for some landing gears it would be difficult to d.rive reliable static
flight-loads cases where the limit-load conditions are not, design loads thereby- such an approach might beemployed
specii'ed in absolute terms but are indirectly determined by to derive repeated loads for fatigue analyses.
spe.ifying their maximutn probability of occurrence. The Inaddition to the foregoing, the MIL-Pric contains in its
probabilistic approach has not yet been carried over to the Appendix two further specifications of harmonic runway
definition of ground profies, though it would be consistent Aopendis turs pcificatios oflao iv n

als tospeifyproaolitcs f ecouterngvarious roughness, bumps and dips of (I -cositte) profile, as given in
also to specify probailities of encountering vaou Figs 4.5 and 4.6. These introduce the new concept of two
magnitudes of roughness. different speed regimes with associated roughnesses; thus

The ground profiles specified by MIL-A-8863A are two separate analyses are to be conducted for grountd
summarized in Fig 4.1, together with those specified by the tnanocuvring and for take-offand landing. For both regimes
other current design requirements discussed here. Both single and double obstacles are specified. A less severe
iake-off and landing roll-out are required to be conducted surface is specified (Fig 4.6) for speeds in excess of 50 knots
over ground with continuous roughness represented by an than for lower speeds (Fig 4.5) but for the former the height
infinite sequence of identical (l-cosine) waves of which ifle of a single obstacle is almost doubled. That somewhat,
licigh:s and lengths are varied over the scope of the comtplicated differentiation 'is ained at reducing to a
appropriate envelope shown in Fig 4.2 - the choice of practical number the vast range of cases in MIL-A-8863A,
envelope is linked to the aircraft type. In that process the which has been found unworkable. flowever, the question
most critical wavelength will be covered, giving a more remains whether the resulting requirements are adequate to
severe condition for exciting aircraft resonances than 'cover the real environment - as %Nl.. MIL-A-
applies on a real runway, for which the roughness is never 8862A(USAF), no runway repairs are specified in the
coinpletely tuned to tie aircraft response. (The conditions MIL-P~iine.
pertaining to repaired runways may be expected to lie in the
area between 'II3' and '114'.) lii addition to symmetric 4.2 UK Design Requirememits
traversing of the profiles MIL-A-8863A requires that they The current UK specification for military aircraft landing
be traversed at angles of up to 45 degrees to their lateral gears is DEF STAN 00-970 Volume 1, Part 3 (Ref 4.5). In
axes; that could cause problems especially for larger, more common with the MIL Specifications, (I-cosine)-shaped
flexible aircraft types. Aircraft for which STOL operations bumps and dips are specified; however their lengths and
are spccificd are also required to land over obstacles, heights differ as well as their application. The DEF STAN
represented by (I-cosine)-shaped bumps, by steps and by 00-970 combination of a length of 250 tran and a height of
holes.Thefirst aresingle instances ofthe waves specified for 120 mm (for virgin ground) represents i discrete short
continuous roughness, with lengths varying front 2 feet (0.61 obstacle which is to be encountered by one landinggear only
in) to the distance travelled by the aircraft during the whereas in the US specifications the .aiphasis is on longer
conpression stroke of the landing gear (shock strut pits obstacles which excite the rigid-body and flexible modes of
tire). The heights of steps and the depths of holes are notionoftheaircraft.
specified at discrete values of 2 incites (51 m) for m fmi-
prepared runways and 4 inches (102 tumn) for unprepared; A continuous runway profile of 1500 in basic length, derived
those same dimensions are employed for the minimunm front that of an actual unpaved runway, is included in DEF
lengths, the maximum being infinite. There are no explicit STAN 00-970. The profile to be used in a given applicatton
requirements in MIL-A-8863A for operations on repaired is obtained by factoring the basic profile, shown in Fig 4.7, as
runways. is appropriate for the class of runway under consider'tion.

MIL-A-8862A(USAF), introduced by the US Air Force ,n Factors generally range from I to 4.Though landingon such

1971, is still the established guide for USAF design criteria a runway is not specified, it may be ioted that witha factor of

and will rentain so until theitew MIL-1rimnie(MIL-A-87221) 2, typical for a matted runway, the area at A' exhibis a slope
(anf 4.4) repacso tlte lew 8860srie ItisAexpected tht of about 2%; then at a touch-down speed of 100 knots the
(ef 4.4) replaces the whole 8860 series. It is expected that equivalent increase in sink rate would be I ins, about 1/3 of
the specification ofground toughness in the MIL-Pme will the usual design value for combat aircraft. The design cases
essentially be based upon that of MIL-A-8862A(USAF). associated with that profile are tot fully defined, following
Dynainic taxi analyses are required to be performed for the usual UK hractice of providitng detailed tehnlicl

steps, for bumps and dips of (I-cosine) shape aitd for a specuficationsrastadvioroiain, tetiled ad

contnumous runway profile. Steps are to be of heights I inch specifications as advisory information, to be utilized and

(25 mnm), 2 inches (51 nm) and 4 iiches (102 am) for amplified as appropriate for a particular project: MIL

paved, semi-prepared and unprepared surfaces, Specifications are generally conlplete and mandatory from

respectively. The bumps and dips comprise single and the outset. For the productiot. of fatigue loadings the

doubsle obstacles of thesizes given in Fig 4.3: encrmers are utilization of simulated taxiing ruis over a set of runways

to be at allangles to their crest lites, so giving a multitude of with appropriately distributed amplitude factors is admittedto~~~a ae susitt for angle apliato thei ars press, sogiinaadingu
unsymmetrical cases:rTte runway profile is not given but its as a substitute for the application of a preset loaditg
,eve, of roughiess is defined by the requirement that its cc~rum.

spectral density be at least that given by the appropriate DEF STAN 00-970 contains explicit reference to runway
graph of Fig 4.4. It is not required that landings be repairs. Their dimensions (as shown in Fig '1.8) pertain to
performed in the presence of ground roughness.The graphs repairs of large craters using mats o' UK Class 60 trackway

,,, - t.
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and are not directly applicable for alternative repair requirements would probably lead to una-,epiable design
methods. No sequence of repairs is specified. penalties without guacanteeing integrity.

Only symmetrical traversing of continuous runway A new connion specification of repaired-runway piofiles
roughness or a runway repair is required to be considered. and associated operating conditions is therefore sought. 'o

that end the characteristics of current aircraft are reviewed

4.3 French Design Requiremients (Section 5), their capabilities assessed (Section 6) and

The recent French military requirements. AIR 2004E, (Ref design improvements considered (Section 8). Methods for

4.6) treat landing gear design criteria differently front tie the dcrnition and utilization of aircraft capabilities for the
foreoin. Isted ofspeifyng he rofies f ostales purpose of lnteroperability ire developed ',Section 7). A setforegoing. Instead of specifying the, profiles of obstacles of design requirements con sistent with those mtethods aa d

from which loads are derived through dynamical analyses of design ins is th t ed andAIR 0043 spcifes asimlifed poceure herby~ withl practical design aims is then forniulated, and presentedAIR 2004E specifies a simplified procedure whlerby- in Section 9.
single-wheel loadings are obtained directly. Such methods
had wide usage in the earlier US requirements because they REFERENCES
were easy to apply, but have gradually been replaced by 4.1 Airplane strength and rigidity, landing and ground
more realistic procedures wherein only the environment is handling loads, MIL.A-8862(ASG), May 1960
specified and loads are derived analytically or by test.
No sequence of obstacles is specified in Alit 2004E. 4.2 Atrplane strength and rigidity, landing and ground

Unsymmetrical loading cases are dealt with in some detail. handling loads, MIL-A-0862A(USAF), March J971

4.3 Airplane strength and rigidity, ground loads for Navy

4.,; ComparisonofRequirements procured airplanes, MIL-A-8863A, July 1974

lit comparing iheabove four ttajor sets of requirements for 4.4 Aircraft structures, general specification for, MIL-A-
defining aircraft structural integrity in ground operations it 87221, February 1985
becomes obvious that since they are founded on widely 4.5 Structural strength and design for operation on
differing concepts a common basis cannot be found. They specified surfaces, DEF STAN 00-970 Volunne I. Part
cover a wide range of possible operating conditions but 3 1979
further specific requirements for rough-runway operation
are needed. The approach of covering all existing 4.6 Resistance des avions. AIR 200413



L - length of obstacle H - height/depth of obstacle

Single obstacle Repeated obstacles

(STOL aircraft) Infinite series of identical
(t-coene) bumps:

(i-cosine) bump: L chosen for Maximum loads
L tn - 0.61 m H increasing with L (see Fig 4.2)
L i distance travelled during Traversed symmetrically and

W max
lending-gear compression stroke at 45 degreesa

H increasing with L (see Fig 4.2)

Steps and hollows:
Lmin -0.1 m

5 mm (sei-prepared surfaces)

- 102 mm (unprepared surfaces)

(i-cosine) bump/hollow: Continjous runway profile with
H increasing tfith L (see Fig 4.3) specified minimum spectral density

(see Fig 4.4)
Step:
H - 25 mm (paved surfaces) Double (F-cosine) bumps/hollowsW

+ - 51 mm (semi-prepared surfaces) L and H as for single
- 102 mm (unprepared surfaces)

Step and bumps/hollowc traversed at all angles

Step: H - 25 mm to 100 me Continuous runway profile factored

according to type of surface
ao (i-cosine) bump: (see Fig 4.7)z L- 0.25 m

n H -30 to i20 mm

Repaired crater (see Fig 4.8)

No obstacle specified Not specified

w Loads derived from additional

type compression of
c 30 Mm for normal paved runways

6U mm fop prepared grass or matted runways
100 mm for roughly prepared ground
Symmetrical and unsymmetrical cases

Fig.4.1 Ground rouohnes. spec fid by design requicmeno
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4 10_______________

Semi-prepared
(Matted and soil)

10 3__ 1. Maximum

2 Mean

3 Minimum

10 2 q5(0) =A/098
AB

1. 0.0336 1.7516
N 01- 2. 0.0188 1.7516-

3. 0.0046 1.7516

0
-~10

z ~ _ _ _ _ _ _

CL 10

4-

((3)

1021 11

Wavelength (A) - ft

Roughness levels for semi-prepared airfields

Fig,4.4 Spectral densities of ground profiles (MIL-A-8862A (USAF))
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5 CURRENTMILITARYAIRCRAFTLANDING GEAR The 'levered', or 'articulated', landing gear has a fitting
DESIGNS attached to the airframe, a lever pivoted at the lower end of
The preceding Section reviewed the design requirements the fitting which carries the wheel and a shock strut
which havegenerally been applied tocurrent NATO military diagonally eonnectialg the fitting and the lever. This type of
aircraft, in accordance with their anticipated operational landing gear is generally the heaviest and may require the
environments. The influence of those requirements on greatest stowage volume. However, its rough-ground
landing gear configurations and characteristics is now performance may be enhanced by the availability of a larger
discussed. Data are presented for a variety' of aircraft to vertical axle displacemtit, by a reduced level of friction due
demonstrate the trends and ranges in the characteristics of to the absence of bending moments on the shock strut and
tLurreAt landing gear designs. Detailed data for two aircraft, by the tendency of dragloads to assist strut closure when the
one a fighter and the other a transport, are presented in lever is at an angle below the horizontal.
Appendix 5. In the 'semi-levered, or semi-articulated, configuration the

lever carrying the wheel is pivoted at the bottom of the shock
5.1 Design considerations strut. The forward end of the lever is attached to a linkage
The design loads for landing gears are strongly dependent which in turn connects to the fixed portion of the strut. The
upon the operational requirements for the particular wheel motion is defined by motion of the linkage and shock-
aircraft. The majority of current NATO aircraft have been strut closure. This configuration can give improved stowage
designed to operate from good quality paved runways of , "the landing gear. In comparison with the fully levered
unrestrictive lengths. The need to operate on a minimum type, provision of rough-ground performance may similarly
operating strip on a repaired runway has not featured in the be aided by an increased vertical axle displacement for a
sp.cified design conditions. Typically landing impact cases given shock-strut stroke and by the action of drag loads in
and ground manoeuvring and handling cases have been closing the strut; however, the friction level is generally
primarily considered, with the operational capability on higher.
rough ground examined later.
Landing impact design loads are determined for an aircraft 5.3 Landing gear characteristics
weight and sink rate appropriate for the type. Two-and The spring and damping characteristics of current landing
three-point landings and cross-wind conditions are gears have been chosen to meet established design
considered. Ground matnoeuvring and handling cases cover requirements and also to satisfy specific additional
braking, turning, jackine and towing operations which operational requirements for particular aircraft, and differ
determine horizontal and vertical loads for both symmetric widely as a result.
and unsymmetric conditions. The gas-spring characteristics which satisfy the basic load
The landing impact cases dictate that the landing gears carrying requirements can usually be obtained by means of
absorb the high kinetic energy of descent, utilising most of simple single-stage arrangements with compression ratios
the shock-strut stroke, with damping characteristicssuitably ranging from 4:1 to 12:1. Additional requirements imposed
chosen to keep the loads applied to the airframe within by specific operating needs, such as to control the aircraft
acceptable limits. The resulting characteristics may, attitude in particular situations, can force the use of a two-
however, give unsatisfactory behaviour for the case of stage arrangement. The rough-ground performance of
traversing rough ground since inputs from repeated certain landinggears has beeinmproved by the adoption ofa
encounters with bumps or from overall unevenness may well two-stage gas spring which can provide a low stiffness at the
result in the loads being amplified to levels above those static-load position while retaining the necessary maximum
which result from the application of current design load carryingapacity. It has been shown thatalinearspring
requirements. There is thus no guarantee of the suitability of characteristic with a mid-stroke static deflection would give
current landing gears for operations on damaged and a particularly good rough-ground performance. Liquid
repaired runways. Section 6 discusses the capabilities of springs, which use hydraulic fluid instead of gas as the
current aircraft and Section 8 outlines the improvements compressive medium, provide a near-linear load versus
which might be made in landing gears to extend those deflection characteristic but do not have the the same
capabtities for future aircraft. versatility in satisfying a variety of operating requirements.

Damping is obtained hydraulically within aircraft shock
5.2 Landing gear configurations struts by restricting the fluid flow generated by stroking.
The disposition of landing gears is dictated by the overall Fixed orifices provide damping forces dependent on flow
aircraft layout and the need to provide stability and rate (or stroking velocity) and it is usual to provide for
manouevrability on the ground.Their general arrangements differen orifices to be effective in compression and in recoil
are mainly determined by operational requirements such as so that differing levels of damping are obtained. Control of
the necessary height for carriage of stores, loading and the orifice size permits the variation of damping
unloading and maintenance, together with limitations on characteristics and is accomplished in several ways in
stowage volume and airframe loadings. The landing-gear current designs. Use of a metering pitt within an orifice
configuration is also influenced by the aim to minimize permits the damping level to depend on strut deflection.
weight, cost and maintenance demands, as well as by the Various other types of valves have been employed in order
preferences of the designer. The three basic configurations to obtain damping characteistics which provide particular
shown in Fig 5.1 are currently in widespread use. benefits including increased efficiency of energy absorption
The 'cantilever, or 'telescopic, is the commonest during landing impact, alleviation ofdesign loads, reduction
configuration as it is usually the lightest and simplest type of aircraft response to inputs such as braking, and
and requires the least stowage volume. It may sufier in its improvement of aircraft stability during touch-down and
performance on rough ground because of the increased take-oft. Con trol of diamping can also assist in recociling
fric.icn due o high bearing loads resulting front horizontal the often conflicting requirements of rough-ground
forces, operatiot' and of landing.
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The relevant characteristics of wheels and tires are size, excessive loads. Environmental changes, such as variatk us
pressure, contact area, load capacity, rated speed, life and in temperature, can affect shock-strut and tire pressutes and
the volume available for brakes. A restricted stowage hydraulic oil properties. Shock-strut strokifig can result in
volume will direct the choice of tires towards small, high foaming of hydraulic oil and entrapment of gas, possibly to
pressure types and perhaps the use of multiple smaller tires the extent of seriously affecting damping characteristics: this
rather than fewer larger ones; for encounters with discrete problem may be avoided by employing a separator piston
obstacles a certain minimum tire section height is needed if between gas and oil.
the tire is not to be burst or severely damaged by being
compressed against the wheel rim. Also, high ground 5.4 Data for current aircraft
contact pressures demand a higher strength in the runway The tables of this Section summarize the landing gear
surface layer. and usually in the sub-layers too, if significant characteristics of several current NATO aircraft.
deformation of the runway is not to develop. Therefore the Table 5.1 gives general data on aircraft type, mass, the design
trend towards high-pressure tires is adverse to the ability to requirements applied and the design sink rate for landing.
operate on rough ground. In Table 5.2 the characteri, ics of the landing gears are given

Shock-strut and tire characteristics are usually defined for iti terms of configuration, the static load, 'residual' load and

normal conditions of operation; however, they are affected axle movement between the static-load condition and that of
by variability in servicing, by changes of environmental full shock-strut closure, and normalized spring stiffness and

conditions and by shock-strut action. Some design damping coefl,;enl at the static-load condition.
requirements recognize the first and allow for tolerances in Table 5.^A gives the characteristics of the tires in terms of
shock-strut pressurising and in oil filling. An example of the arrangement, pressure range ('low' or 'high' - the chosen
changes in shock-strut spring characteristics due to dividing line at 8 bar corre.ponding roughly to that between
variations in gas pressure aid in oil quantity can be seen in tires for which a useful off-runway capability may be
Fig 5.2. Such variations in servicing may influence the expected and those for which it is likely to be very limited),
performance of landing gears in both landing and taxiing, 'residual' load, percentage deflection at the static-load
particularly by causing premature bottoming with attendant condition, and normalized spring stiffness.

Table 5.1
Aircraft data

Design Landing
Aircraft Type Mass Range Landing Gear Design Specs Sink Rate

(Kg) (M/s)

A Fighter 10040-22860 3.05

B Fighter 14230-26310 3.05

C Fighter 4620-10100 IL-A-8860 Series, MIL-T-5041 1.525(1)

D Fighter 13610-30840 MIL-A-8862 as modified by aircraft Prime 3.05
Item Spec

E Firhter 7380-17010 MIL-L-8552, MIL-A-8862, 3.05

MIL-T-6053, MIL-L87139

F Fighter 14000-29000 MIL-A-8860 Series with deviations 3.7

G Fighter 7700-14060 3.6

It Fighter 4830-8700 AvP 970. Grassy Airfield 3.35

I Fighter 7340-12000 MIL-A-8860/-A-8862/-A-8866, 3.66
MIL-T-5041, 35 Kt crosswind, 50 passes on
CBR 10 ground

J Transport 36000-79000 2g Taxi, 1.5g Dyn Taxi with max fuel, 2.74

speed for 1st mode excitation

K Transport 67000-156000 3.05

L Transport 45770-82970 9.C.A.R. 3.05

(1) Design Sink Rate = 3.06 m/@ 5539 Kg Landing Mass, 1.525 m/s for heavier landing masses.

-
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6 CAPABILITY OF CURRENT DESIGNS over them is necessary. Also, tile capability to cross
The need to take-offand to land using repaired runways was successive repairs will be influenced by the dynamical
not considered in the estahlkanment of the design criteria for characteristics of the aircraft. In recognition of the need to
most current aircraft; therefore their inherent capabilities in evaluate aircraft capabilities for a situation not considered
that respect are a consequence of the landinggear in the establishment of the design criteria, programmes of
performance and structural properties provided for other analytiza.! studies and testing have been conducted for a
loadiig situations. Generally those capabilities are found to number of types.
be low, especially for randomly spaced multiple repairs of
any less than excellent quality. 6.2 Determination of capability

This section outlines the approaches to allowing for The calculation of dynamio loads due to repair encounter

dynamic taxiing loads which have been typical for aircraft requires the accommodation of many influences not
currently in ervice and which have given a foundation for relevant for the previous single-bunp wing-resonancectheicabli in servicpin whih vegiven rdai o T analyses. Tile speed range is fully expanded and therefore
their capabilities in coping with runwiy repairs. The variations in aerodynamic forces and thrust, as also
evaluation of those capabilities wrd their exploitation in
establishing operational clearances are then discussed. influenced by the pilot's actions, must be considered. The

Examples aregiven of predicted operational limitations and level of braking required is of great importance since it not
discussed with reference to features of the histories of only directly increases nose-gear loading, because of the

induced nose-down pitching moment, but the associated
responses aitd loads during repair encounters. shock-strut compression reduces the amount of deflection

available to give resilience to ground roughness, particularly
6.1 Source of capability succeeding repairs. The analytical methods employed are
Today's aircraft have mostly performed satisfactorily over reviewed in Appendix 2.
smooth, well maintained paved runways. Several transport In most cases an associated programme of trials has been
aircraft may also be operated from prepared unpaved conduted to gather data with which the results of
airstrips. I lowever, as indicated from the first-flight dates for g
current combat and transport aircraft given in Table 6.1, the simulations can be compared and to explore operational
design of their landing gears pre-dates both the introduction aspects which are not amenable to analysis. (Aircraft testing

ret e quir n s pdscssdboe nten is considered in Appendix 4.) In comparing analysis and
of the design requirementsexperiment iacuracies and deficiencies in the former are
perception over about the last ten years of a need to operate ient ncrrced ee nie or the for
front repaired and other sub-standard runways. It is identified, corrected where possible or allowed for
therefore necessary to consider how the taxiing loads subsequently.

derived in their design might circumscribe their capabilities Dynamical models which have been verified by comparison
for repaired-runway operations. with experiment can be accepted as providing quite accurate

Prior to the introduction ofrequirenents to determinc loads predictions of aircraft loads and responses. Aircraft

due to taxiing overprescribed runway profiles, vertical loads capabilities are then determined by applying criteria on

were established by application of the so-called '2 g' operational safety. For all programmes so far conducted,

criterion, which assumes that a vertical load factorof 2 exists and for the evaluations presented below, reaching the designcrierin, hic asums tat veticl ladfacor f 2exits limit load or known limit strength haes marked a boundary of

at all points on the airframe: thus the landing-gear design liit o now n litot str icions of

vertical loads and the wing root bending moment, for capability. In some instances additional restrictions have

example, were twice their maximum static values. Other been imposed for reasons of functionality or recognized low

vertical ground loads on main landing gears have rarely capacity for further energy absorption, for example when

exceeded those 2 g' loads, Dynamic taxi loads, calculated by tires or shock struts were at or near bottoming. Structural
dl fatigue has not been a consideration because of the

such means, have usually not produced critical conditions gfor the design of much of the structure on current airraft, anticipated rare use of repaired runways. On such bases a
variety of functional and structural limitations have been

The most severe single obstacle which could safely be found, as outlined in Table 6.2, which taken together
encountered was sometimes established by permitting an determine tile tolerance to repair encounters.
increment in load factor of about 0.5 g. For transport aircraft
the worst case is generally with maximum fuel and when the In tests over simulated repairs a number of landing-gear
speed and length of obstacle combine to excite the operating peculiar'lies have been revealed, such as internal

fundamental wing bending mode: in the absence of external leakage, oil atomization, cavitation and consequences of

stores wing loads are less critical for combat aircraft, which incorrect servicing: such effects mostly tend to reduce the

have a lower proportion of fuel in the wings and sometimes available shock-strut deflection for load absorption,

wing-mounted landing gears. The operational implications particularly for multiple repair encounters, and thus reduce

of -such a restriction were, however, thought of little the potential capability.

significance. It was reasoned that runway obstacles could be In the evaluations referred to above the inadequacies of
coped with by limiting taxiing speeds and that braking in current designs have generally been very apparent,
their vicinity, which it was recognized would give rise to high However, each programme has concentrated on deriving
nose-gear loads, could be avoided, operational clearances for specific repair configurations

From the above discussion it can be appreciated that taxiing which were typical of those produced by the evaluating

cases have not generally made a prime contribution to nation at the time. A uniform evaluation of NATO aircraft

design loads and landing-gear function. requires a se of profiles which will reveal the critical features
of any aircraft and which can represent practical profiles,

The lengths of runw'ay repairs are typically much greater produced by either present or future repair methods, in
than thoseof the obstacles assumed previously; hence the ,,.,,,,,. ie !=eghs and spacings of thos Standard bunps'
correspondingly critical taxiing speeds are much higher. must be such that both rigid-body and primary flexible
Their disposition in the runway may be such that braking modes of motion can be excited within practical speed
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ranges and their heights must allow for the evaluation of the may be strongly excited by tuning to either repair length or
least and the most capable aircraft. As was seen previously, spacing. Extensions of that clearance therefore require that
of the current sets of design requirements only DEF SIAN such circumstances be isolated and avoided.
00-970 includes a repair profile, which is, however, of fixed The first extension results from the explicit consideration of
dimensions and thus unsuitable for the intended exercise - aircraft speed. Typical variations of tolerable repair height,
also, successive repairs are not specified. Therefore, the for two combat aircraft, are shown in Fig6.1.That extension
development of , new set of profiles was necessary. Its of clearance may, however, still give too limited an
derivation and definition are described in Appendix 6. The operational utility.
profile parameters which may be varied are given in Table

,A6.6. From consideration of several repair techniques the The influence of speed on the nose-gear loads due to
numbers of representative bump heights and lengths to be crossing two 22.5 m repairs with a 16 m separation is

used in analyses have been reduced to 4 and 3, repeeiveiy; illustrated in Figs 6.2 to 6.6, which are for speeds of 40, 50,

the number of repairs, and their locations oil the selected 60, 70 and 80 knots at the first repair encounter. For those
operatingstrip cannot be predetermined, simulations the aircraft was in the landing configuration,

employing reverse thrust and a constant wheel-braking
The effects for several current combat and transport aircraft coefficient of 0.31. Several factors which contribute to the
of operating over the standard bumps have been evaluated magnification or reduction of loads are revealed.
and the areas wherein tolerable combinations of heights, As was discussed in Section 3, two phases may be identified
lengths and locations occur have been defined. The

deriatio ofopertionl cearacesfrom that basic as the usual sources of high nose-gear loads. The first is that
derivation of operational clearances fr teps i of tire and shock-strut compression as the runway sur'ace
information oncapability requires further steps, rises at the leading edge of the repair. Under similar

conditions the peak load increases with increasing speed; for
6.3 Exploitation of capability subsequent repairs that primary effect may be masked by
The establishment of operational clearances wich permit those of aircraft motion so thai twe corresponding load may
the exploitation of a particular aircraft's capabilities on the be lower or higher than that due to the first repair. If aircraft
specific runways from which it might operate requires the motion strongly amplifies the load it may well reach or
following procedures: exceed its allowable limit. The second phase is that of
Determination of the aircraft's tolerance to standard bumps aircraft response when the nose gear leaves the repair, when

Possible modification of thc landing gears to alleviate the pitching motion is reinforced by the influence of the

specific difficulties main gears: at the lower speeds loads during this phase

Recommendation of pilot's actions which could reduce exceeded repair-impact loads for the example aircraft.

loads At a speed of 40 knots (Fig 6.2) the highest nose-gear load

Provision of methods for relating experience of the actual occurs on pitch-down after the first repair.The aircraft stops

runway environment to encounters with standard bumps before the nose gear has fully traversed the second repair (as
indicated by the time-history of repair height). The initial

Presentation of related data on aircraft position and velocity load is slightly increas d at 50 knots, as shown in Fig 6.3, but
so as to minimize the likelihood of adverse combined phasing of motions reduces the response on leaving the first
loading conditions (such as transient response due to repair. On leaving the second repair the motions are phased
braking reinforcing that due to repair encounter) for reinforcement so that the highest load is then produced.

Development of data summaries for use by airfield At 60' knots (Fig 6.4) the response phasing attenuates all

engineers and aircraft operators. loads after the initial encounter with tile first repair whilC. at
70 knots (Fig 6.5) approximately equal loads are caused by

Working down the above list the emphasis progressively the two repair encounters. The most adverse phasing of the
changes from the interests of the dynamical analyst to the aircraft's motion is shown in Fig 6.6, for 80 knots, where the
needs of the Service user. It is the problem of the former to severity of the second repair encounter is greatly increased
presentthedatasothatitmaybereadilyanu reliablyutilized because the nose shock strut is then compressed due to
by the latter to assess the feasibility of a desired operation. aircraft pitching - limit load is exceeded by a substantial
Thus the degree of detail which is conveyed must reflect a margin.
compromise between the most straightforward presentation If the number of repairs considered is restricted to two,
which might however unduly restrict operational flexibility while leaving their spacing variable, a less restrictive
and one which would permit the fullest possible usage of clearance may be given: the likelihood of succecdiing repairs
capability but, for which the on-site analysis would be being so spaced that tuned excitation is reinforced may be
unpractical. surmised to be low, especially ifacceleration or deceleration

The simplest and most conservative clearance is based on prevents further tuning with repair length. Keeping their
the determination of the height of repair which can be number to two, still further latitude is provided by
tolerated without regard for the number of repairs, their consideration of the spacing of repairs. That allows time
locations, or the speeds at which they are encountered.That operating strip, and take-off and landing points to be
height is given for a number of aircraft in Table 6:3 (for positioned so that the most critical encounters with repairs
encounters with standard bumps - for simplicity of are eliminated and piloting procedures to be modified so
discussion, no distinction will be drawn here between them that, for example, brake application is avoided in certain
and actual repairs). It is seen that the operational latitude so parts of the strip. Ai example presentation of such a
afforded is very limited; indeed,in some cases the tolerable clearance which, for a particular repair height, divides the
heigbhtis-difficilt to achieve by current-repair t. ,,ques (aircraft spS -ell-re,'r .pac..g piflc into permi..tted and
even given unlimited time. Such a restricted clearance is prohibited regions is shown in.Fig 6.7. (That type of
largely dictated by the need to cope with any number of presentation may be extended to show boundaries
arbitrarily located repairs at any speed since aircraft modes corresponding to the attainment of various load lcve!s but it
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is considered that for Service use in the field the simple shown in Figs 6.12 and 6.13 for 22.5 m and 6.5 m repair
demarcation by those corresponding to limit load is most lengths, respectively. The results follow generally the same
readily understood.) patterns as those of Fig 6.8, indicating that the two aircraft
Regions of permissible operations defined in terms of repair have similar response characteristics. Overall, the regions of
spacing, repair height and aircraft speed may be derived as prohibited operations are smaller in extent for this aircraft
illustrated in Fig 6.8. Again, the example aircraft is in because of differences in the design of airframe and landing

wheel braking gears and also, in part, because of a lower assumed
landing configuration with reverse thrust and wcoefficient of braking (0.2 v 0.31). The major effect ofbeing used. Nose-gear vertical load is the critical quantity
which determines the limitations shown. The aircraft speed shortening the repair length is to shift the prohibited regions
is defined as its value when the nose gear reaches the first downwards in speed; in this example by about 30 knots.
repair; the speed subsequently decreases and may reach To determine the feasibility of operations necessitating the
zero for the lower datum values. Prohibited regions, based crossing of more than two repairs it might be possible to
on exceedence of limit load, are shown for four repair utilize data derived forsingle repairs and for pairs; however,
heights: 62 mm, 72 mm, 82 mm and 92 mm. The extent and, techniques which have been propounded require further
sometimes, number of those regions increase with repair evaluation before their validity can be established. Whether
height. The effect of the level of braking on operating limits clearances for several repairs are so synthesized or derived
is illustrated in Fig 6.9, which compares the prohibited directly the amount of information which they will entail is
regions for a repair height of 92 mm with a braking large, requiring the provision of means readily to apply it to
coefficient of 0.31 (as in Fig 6.8) and with zero braking. A making post-attack decisions.
smaller overall area of prohibited operation results with the The above discussion has outlined approaches to presenting
latter but, somewhat surprisingly, there are some data on the capabilities of a particular aircraft type which
combinations of repair spacing and aircraft speed which are will permit assessments of the acceptability of a given
non-critical with braking but critical without. The wil ler as seenso te ae to a gen
underlying changes in the conditions for the tuning of runway. Clearly, when several types have to use the same
response to repair spacing are indicated bya general upward runway the complications of its selection and preparation

i with the and of ensuring that operations are safe and successftl areshift in the boundary of permissible repair spac with greatly increased. That topic is addressed in the following
reduction in deceleration. The variation of speed with section.
distance from an initial value of 70 knots is given in Fig 6.10
for several levels of braking. The heights of repairs which can be tolerated by current

aircraft with the most adverse location of repairs in the
The variations of nose-gear load versus distance of Fig 6.11 operating strip, shown in Table 6.3, are indicative of
show in detail the differences which can arise with and ortings in abler6.3,are inicteo
without braking. The initial aircraft speed is 70 knots and shortcomings in landing-gear performance, which stemthe repairs are 92 mm high and 22.5 in long with a 16 m directly from the lack of regard for repaired-runway
separation. As would be expected, the load on the first operations at the design stage. Of the 19 aircraft cited only2

.-epairencounterishigherwithbrakingbecauschetireand- are judged to have a capability to operate over 70 mm
the shock strut then have higher deflections. At standard bumps without regard to spacing; possibly a totaltheshck trt tenhav hghe dfletins.At of 7 could do soover 52mm standard bumps. For at least 5
encountering the second repair the load is increasing in the tp t are st spacin strictions For a eig t 
case without braking, indicating nose-down pitching, types there are still spacing restrictions for a height of 38
cheas withut braknsing, indicating nose- ptchi, mm. Clearly there is considerable scope for an improvement
whereas with braking it is decreasing, indicating nose-pcapabilities. Section 8 considers changes to
pitching - the influence of the latter in alleviating the load
results in the peak load with braking being significantly less landing-gear characteristics which would bestow an
than that without. improved performance and Section 9 sets down exampledesign requirements which would ensure suitable

Permissible speed-spacing regions for another aircraft are consideration of repaired-runway cases.
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Table 6.1
First-flight dates for several current NATO aircraft

First-flight dates for several current NATO aircraft

Aircraft Date of first flight

A-7 September 1965

A-10 January 1973

C-5A June 1968

C-130 August 1954

C-141 December 1963

F-4 May 1958

F-5A July 1959

F-14 December 1970

F-15 July 1972

F-16 January 1974

F-18 November 1978

F-ill December 1964

Jaguar September 1968

Nimrod May 1967

Tornado August 1974

Table 6.2
Limiting factors fcr various aircraft types

Limiting factors for various aircraft types

Aircraft type
A B C D E F G

Limiting factor

Nose gear load * * * * *
Main gear load * * *
Wing down bending

Fuselage down bending *

Fuselage up bending *

Underwing store loads * *

Cockpit acceleration * *
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Table 6.3
Estimat3d capabilities to cross standard repairs of arbitrary spacing

Estimated capabilities to cross standard repairs of arbitrary spacing

Capability for repair height of
38 mm 52 m 70mm

Aircraft

1 ? N N
2 Y N N
3 N N N
4 N N N
5 Y ? N

6 N N N
7 Y ? N
8 Y Y Y
9 Y Y N

10 Y Y Y
11 Y ? N
12 ? N N
13 N N N
14 N N N
15 Y N N
16 Y Y N
17 Y N N
18 Y N N
19 Y N N

(Aircraft numbers-above do not correspond to others in this Section.)

Y - Aircraft is estimated to have the capability to take-off at high
masses and to land at operational masses across pairs of repairs.

N - Aircraft is estimated to lack the capability either to take-off or
to land (or both) across pairs of repairs.

? - The estimated aircraft capability is for a height close to that
quoted, but it is uncertain which side of that value it lies.

4.3
0)

°-i
L

Acrcraft A craft

.0

Aircra ft speed

Fig.6.1 Variation of repair-crossing capability without consideration of repair spacing
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7 INTEROPERABILITY 7.. Resolution of the objective
The response of an aircraft to surface unevenness is

7.1 The concept of Interoperability influenced by a number of factors. Most fundamental are the
Faced by the results of an attack, the airbase commander parameters dictated by the required operation -
must make many decisions to institute the measures which configuration, mass etc. The associated operating technique
will minimize the disruption to operations. For the repair of will produce control actions, such as brake application and
aircraft operatingsurfaces the basis ofthose decisions is the release, reverse-thrust initiation anJ cancellation and
information which is available to him on the location, type deflection of flying controls, which result in significant
and extent of damage to the aircraft operating surfaces steady and transient effects. The runway roughness itself,

,together w.th information on the remaining runway repair which in the present context is realized by the number,
resources. The simplest policy is to deploy those resources locations and dimensions of repairs superimposed on the
to effect the best uniform repair standard under the inherent rougfiness, is of primary influence. Also the
specified time constraints. However, their optimum variation of the aircraft's ground speed along the runway is
allocation also requires him to know the capabilities of ofboth direct influence in affecting theforces developed at a
aircraft to operate on repaired surfaces so that he can select given location and of indirect influence in relating thespatial
a compatible repairscheme to permit theiroperation in their features of the runwdy to the temporal inputs to the landing
various roles or, conversely, specify those operations which gears.
could be undertaken in the conditions resulting fromprvosand new repairs. 'Thus among the tasks to be tackled the following may be
previous aidentified:
Whatever the methods employed to process the information
it is imperative that it be accepted in the terms in which it is Define the required operations and associated aircraft
most naturally obtained: for example, for potential repairs characteristics and operating procedures
the primary data will be of the topography; viz the location Specify the runway environment
of newly darnaged areas, the nature and dimensions of the
damage and the prior characteristics of the operating Produce data on aircraft ground performance
surfaces defined by both their original features and 'existing Develop and validate methods to determine the effects on
repairs. It is a prime aim to devise means by which such aircraft of operating on repaired surfaces
information, much of which can be obtained only from a Establish the features which will define the limits of
post-attack survey, can be combined with information on
aircraft capabilities, which must mainly be derived in capability, e g structural strength and tolerance to vibration
advance, in order best to assist an airbase commander in the and shock

timely production of a plan of recovery. Derive aircraft capability data
The unity of action within NATO precludes the above tasks Devise formats for presentation of aircraft capability data
being performed within one nation without cognizance of
the needs of another. Rather, it must be assumed that Develop and evaluate methods for ot-site processing of
interoperation will exist in which an airfield operated by one capability data.

nation will be utilized by the forces of another with aircraft
produced by still another. Consequently the matching of Z2.2 Representationofthee'wiromnent
aircraft c,, ,ilities with repaired-runway characteristics Each of the many repair techntques currently fielded or
can vary ir %. pe from a single 'native' aircraft type in well- under development (as described in Appendix I) yields its
defined roles to many 'foweign' types employing characteristic profile, within which there is virtually infinite
configurations and operating techniques which are known variation. Future techniques will produce still further
only vaguely. Despite that variability the matching process variety. Hence in order that data may be produced from
must be such that with the procedures available to him the which aircraft capabilities can be derived whatever the
airbase commander can cope with any required situation, repair technique employed it is necessary to generalize the
though perhaps with varying degrees of precision depending description of repair profiles. An additional aim is that that
on the extent of the available information, generalization should give economy in the extent of the

calculations required.

7.2 Establishment of interoperability A family of 'standard bumps' has been developed to meet
To design, develop, implement and maintain the tools the above goals. Details of the choice of thcir characteristics

interoperability is a and the supporting analyses are given in Appendix 6. Thenecessaty to es:ib!ish such itrpablyisamajor required properties were that the humps shouldexercise. However, one may aim to divide it into initiallyself-
contained tasks which may later be initegrated towards the (a) be capable of simple description but reasonably
total objective. representative of the profiles resulting from current
In considering those tasks for aircraft in whose design and projected NATO repair methods
repaired-runway operations have not been expressly (b) permit all potentially critical aspects of an aircraft's
considered and for which their relevant capabilities have at symmetrical response to runway repairs to be
best been established for only a restricted set of identified and evaluated
configurations and environments it is to be expected that
deficiencies will be revealed.Therefore an additional aim is (c) be economical in application and allow simple
to define enhancements to design requirements, evaluation presentation of results
and clear.-n.e-proccdurcs whidh wiii have the benefits of (d) permit the variation of all parameters of the repair
ensuring improved aircraft capabilities and more profile which might be subject to choice, e g height,
straightforward establishment ofinteroperability, length and spacing.
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The chosen form is that of a flat plateau between identical (ii) to develop this method into applicable forms, while
straight leading and trailing ramps. The height and the retaining as much flexibility as possible in order that
length of the plateau are variable. To represent the complete they be suitable for all, potential users and be
profile over a repaired area several bumps may be placed in insensitive to decisions as to the roles of existing or
series, with variable spacings between them. The numbers of future agencies.
values chosen for those parameters is well, as for those
appropriate to aircraft configuration and statedeiermine the 7.3 Application of the 'standard-bump' concept
resolution with which an aircraft's capabilities are With an established mathematical model of the aircraft,
established and thus can affect the extent to which they may calculations may be perforned to determine the effects of
be exploited: However, any increase in those numbers encountering one or more standard bumps. The multiplicity
increases the cost of generating the information on of influential parameters apart from the bump dimensions
capability and the. complexity of its presentationi and naturally allows a number of approaches to be adopted.
interpretation. Therefore a compromise may have to be Usually the aircraft configuration, mass and type of
struck, depending on the need forfull exploitation of operation will be defined and kept constant for a set of
capability as against the problem of its assessment. calculations. The operating nation's standard procedure will

be assumed, thus defining nominal performance and
7.2.3 Synthesis of infonnation piloting technique. Calculations will then be performed as
In order to establish operational limitations the information required for variations in bump dimensions and disposition,
emanating from the above tasks must be synthesized. Those and aircraft speed.
tasks, which are of a mainly technical nature, must be
supplemented by regulatory and organizational procedures, The precise calculation requirements will depend to an

such as extent onthe eventual method of presentation of data on
aircraft capability. That capability will be derived from an

Establishment of criteria on operational safety evaluation of the calculated values of response quantities in

Specification of the limiting magnitudes of quantities such as comparison with their limiting ievels. For simplicity of

structural loads, tire and shock strut deflections and argument it will be assumed that some load is the critical

accelerations applied to crew and equipment quantity. Then one may either present the attained load level
when crossing bumps of a given height (with other bump

Definition of the data to be supplied to the airbase dimensions varying) or the bump height which gives rise to
commander, having regard for the format of data on runway the limiting load level: it may be expected that thecalculation
repairs distribution of capability data to all potential users schemes will differ for the two methods. In Section 7.4 two

Establishment of a scheme for, the maintenance and approaches to the derivation and presentation of data on
extension ofcapability data in view ofaircraft modifications, aircr3.t capability are described in detail; for now it is

changes in operating proceduresand developmentsin repair suffiient to consider the calculation and presentation ofmethods. ilo.ds due to crossing standard bumps.

Clearly, many agencies may be involved in the task of 7.3.1 General basis of calculations
synthesis, including It has already been stated that the standard operating

procedure for any particular case should usually be
Aircraft manufacturers assumed. The nominal performance for the standard

'Home' Services, operating the aircraft conditions of sea level, 15'C temperature, zero wind and
zero runway gradient will then be defined. Most calculations

'Host' Services. managing the airbases should assume the corresponding acceleration or

Airworthiness authorities of the manufacturers' nation deceleration - constant-speed conditiens should be
assumed only for low speeds where otherwise it would beAirworthiness authorities of the'homne' nation implied either that a take-off would start with the nose

Airworthiness authorities of the'host' nation. landing gear already on a bump or that a landing would end

The establishment of interoperability will depend upon a -vith the main gear still on a bump. Calculations may mainly
high level of integration between the activities of all those be confined to cases where the aircraft is initially in a non-
agencies, with thcir respective responsibilities and rotated condition and transient effects may be assumed to
interconnections clearly defined. Several of the NATO havedeclined tozero. (The disregard oftransient conditions
nations have each achieved'integration among their 'home' is, it is accepted, strictly unjustifiable since their importance
agencies and have provided their airbase commanders with may differ widely from one aircraft type to another, so
data with which to assess the acceptability of operations for leading to varying levels of risk for nominally comparable
their own aircraft but many diversities exist between those capabilities. However, detailed investigation must be left for
nations in the specification of requirements and in the roles future studies.)
of various organizations. However, though attainment ofthe The above recommendations simplify the basis of,
greatest level of interoperability would require the calculations; however, in the utilization of results they must
establishment of uniform procedures across NATO, be related to actual operating conditions rather than
agreement on definitions of the formats for partially nominal. Also various other influences are for the moment
synthesized data and of methods for their utilization would being ignored; for example, an allowance should be made
result in that goal being closely approached, for inherent runway roughness. It has been noted (Section 2)

In pursuit of maximum progress within a set period and with, that, particularly in landing, th_ relationship between an
a given constitution, two aims were defined: aircraft's,speed and its position on the runway can varyconsiderably; therefore prvlictions- of, capability which
(i) to conceive a method for determining the capability of depend on that relationship (as defining either speed across

aircraft to operate on repaired surfaces a repair or time between repair encounters) must take that
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variabiliiy.into account. Inboth the approacbes described three bumps of critical length and spacing at all speeds gives
below there are a number of levels of complexity in data a 'lower limit' for aircraft capability which is likely to cover
presentation and utilization of data, in which the higher all practical cases.
levels aim at a fuller exploitation of aircraft capability - to For three bumps the approach described above may be
do so they take more detailed account of- operating exiended. In particular, a presentation similar to Fig 7.1 (c)
conditions and may thus be expected to be mote greatly (or, of course,.of the single overall maximum) in whichaffected by differences between nominal .ad actual ,.ftesnlovrlmamu)iwhcaff y differences ba cndel spacings took their most critical values could be produced
conditions; hence when those differences are considered for the case of three bumps; the other methods would
and benelits of adopting them may be much reduced. require separate presentations for each value of the

The availability of a validated mathematical model is vital, additional spacing variable, either first bump to second or
Section 3 discussed in general the requirements for -uch a second to third.
model and Appendix 2 gives details of current modelling Direct extension of the above methods to cases involving
approaches. The topic of validation is outside the scope of four or more bumps is considered unpractical in view of the
this report; however, it may be commented that there is no
universal consensus on an acceptable definition. While complexity and consequent difficulty of utilization of the
calculations are carried out and utilized only within one results. Alternative approaches are therefore required to
nation that little impact but standards are hecessar) for treat such cases, perhaps with some degree of
.nteroperability. For example, the host nation operating an approximation. One approach directs attention to pairs of
aibase needs assurance that the generalizeu data for a bumps, as above, with the extension that the first bump may
potential visiting aircraft have been correctly derived so that be encountered while the aircraft is in a non-equilibrium
Y nen repairs have been effected the opportunity to operate condition as a result of previous bump encounters: its
from that airbase may confidently be offeted; equally, the, practical application may necessitate some assumptions
nation operating the aircraft must be confident that its about the dimensions of the various bumps. Responses due
capability to negotiate the repairs has heen property to several bumps of arbitrary individual dimensions might
assessed. be derivable bysynthesis of those due to one and two bumps

7.3.2 Calculations fora single bump - an example of such a technique is described in Section
For particular choices of bump height and length the 7.4.3.
maximum load due to crossing a single bump may be 74 Utilization of data for standard bumps
obtained as a function of aircraft speed. Additionally, As discussed above, there is currently a lack of definition of
information on characteristics of the dynamic response, the roles of the various organizations which might be
such as damping, may be required for later analyses. involved in the process of establishing interoperability, and

7.3.3 Cnlci/tnionsfortwobumps consequently of the appropriate means of presentation and

For simplicity, it is assumed that the two bumps are identical, utilization of data on the effects on aircraft of crossing

Then the additional variable of spacing between the bumps runway repairs. Therefore the work reported here was

is introduced, neither guided nor constrained by pre-existiaig
requirements. A variety of approaches could hence be

The four ways in which the calculated maximum load maybe pursued. Two which were given detailed atteintion were
presented are illustrated in Fig 7.1. The most complex, and dubbed the 'contour-plot approach' and the 'top-down
the most informative, presentation is as a set of contours of approach. They are described below (Sections 7.4,1 and
load level above a speed-spacing plane, as shown in Fig 7.1 7.4.2), first for the idealized standard-bump environment:
(a). Envelopes ofthesections ofthosecontours byconstant- their application to the actual runway environment is then
speed or constant-spacing planes give, respectively, the discussed (Section 7.4.3). The two approaches are assessed
variations of maximum load level versus spacing and versus in Section 7.4.4.
speed (the other variable always taking its most adverse
value), as shown in Figs 7.1 (b) and (c). Finally a single value 74.1 The contour-plot approach
may be obtained which is the greatest load level attained The basis ofthis approach is the availability of the full set of
when crossing two bumps of the chosen dimensions, data which the application of the standard-bump concept
whatever the speed and spacing. yields, as specified above. Aircraft capability is then to be

derived by processing those data either for specific-tion to
The data required for each of the stages of. condensation an airbase commander prior to hostilities, or on the basis of
described above can be derived from those at the preceding the information available following an attack, or (most
stage; however, much of the latter are thereby discarded. For likely) a combination of the two.
a particular required method of presentation it may be
possible to perform onlysufficient calculations to derive the From the family of standard bump profiles suitable
data for that method, wit'i the drawback that the influence of members must be chosen. It is currently suggested that for a
the condensation variables will be unknown. particular aircraft it will be satisfactory to choose two

heights (from three set values) and three lengths -
73.4 Calculations forseteral bumps, Appeadix 6 gives specific guidance on appropriate values.
The question arises - how many bumps should be Then, for each combination of bump height and length, the
considered? Current aircraft havelow levels of damping in following are suggesteias the data to be made available.
their rigid-body modes of response so it seems intrinsic that
to cover all eventualities quite-a high maximum number (a) Th bimpact anfoerswing peaksdue toencounteringa
wouldbe required, perhaps 6 or 7. Clearly, however, for a single bump, for each potenially critical responsequantity
larger number of repairs it becomes increasingly, unlikely
ha.they will l!,cof simniiardintienusithis orall 6 criically (b) The overall peak response due to two, and possibly

spaced. Current evidence is that consideration of crossing three, sequentiel bumps, without differentiating

I.
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between response quantities or having regard for the The first data level gives the airbase commander a single
times of occurrence of the peaks ASBH without regard for aircraft speed, repair length and

(c) The variation of the single-bump response with repair spacing; therefore in deriving that ASBH the most
distance travelled after the bump for a number of adverse combinatioh of all those parameters must be found.
speeds, but only for the greater of the two chosen bump (Also the value for the triple-bump configuration probably
heights represents an overall Idwer limit for any number of bumps.)

This data level gives a simple view of repaired-runway
All of the above may be presented either as a percentage of capability and may be readily utilized in development of
the maximum permissible value or as a percentage of the repair techniques, with data for existing aircraft, and in
'allowable' increment between the quasi-static value for the aircraft design, with data on the probable bump heights with
particular condition and that maximum. In either case the existing repair techniques. However, as has been seen in
percentage Which the quasi-static value is of the maximui' Section 6, the capabilities of existing aircraft in
permissible should be givdn. operationally useful configurations are often so limited that
The presentation of (a) will be similar to Fig 7.1 (c), though the ASBH's at this level are lower than could beachieved
of course there is no implied choice of adverse spacing. within acceptable costs in repair time and'resources - in
In the production of(b) the range of spacings should be such such a situation a higher data level must be exploited.
as to encompass the third major respoise peak after the first At the first data level speed was included in the- set of
bump has been passed: beyond that the variability in the variables to be searched for the worst combination; hence
computed number of response cycles corresponding to a the location of the level-one ASBH 'point' can be
given bump spacing, due to uncertinties in speeds and determined. Away from that point the ASBH would be
frequencies, makes the phasing of the second bump greater, even for the locally worst combination of bump
encounter relative to the response trom the first length and spacing. At the second data level aircraft speed is
unpredictable. The peak response data to be presented an explicit variable against %hich the'ASBH is presented, as
exclude those prior to encountering the second bump, since •in Fig '7.2, aiid thus becomes a parameter of the seatch
they are already covered by (a). Load-level contoprs, as in procedure. For a given configuration and operation aircraft
Fig 7.1(a) will generally be employed for presenting two- speed is nominally closely related to position on the MOS.
bump data; however, ifthe variation of the peak response (It was seen in Section 2 that there may be considerable
depends only weakly on either speed or spacing then the variability in that relationship; however, since second-level
data may be co'densed as in Figs 7.1 (b) and (c). It is ASBHdatastillencompasstheworstcombinationsofbump
recommended that condensation be carried out at least for a length and spacing ignoring that variability may only slightly
fixed spacing of 16 m between two 6.5 m bumps in order to increase-the risk of encountering unsafe conditions.) The
indicate the effects of. sag in long repairs, by comparison utilization of data at this level is then straightforward since
with the data from (a)for 22.5 m. bumps. The possible superposition of the ASBH versus distance graphs for the
extension of these data to cover the three-bump case has required operations (involving a variety cfaircraft types and
been d iscussed above configurations) yields aii envelope which defines the heights
Presentation of single-bump response histor'es, (c), is ofrepairwhichmustbeachievedalongtheMOS.IfanMOS
suggested as a mean of indicating the response decay over repaired to that standard is not practically achievable then
the region where the response due to the first bump is in recourse must be made to still more detailed data.
excess of that typical for the unrepaired runwaybut beyond Bump length and spacing remain as candidates for explicit
that for 'the three cycles covered by the 'two-bump

variables at the third data level: the former has been chosen
presentation. for the following reasons. Firstla choice of repair length may

Z4.2 The top-down approach be possible, especially for smaller craters, whereas spacing

T7his approach is based upon the precept that the data to be is largely determined by the pattern of damage. Avoiding a
presented to the airbase commandershould be as few and in particular bump length will avoid 'tuning' of aircraft

as simpe a form as are compatible with-the objective-of' response due to the effects of fore-and-aft landing gear
asimunting, effemtive opati. ithe pro e of spacing which should be advantageous for all numbers ofmounting, effective optcrations. The programme of bumpq It has been found that for a single bump length the
calculations is then not fully defined initially but proceeds bu., It va s ben ton ha a sinbmlen ththrug a umer f evesfolowng hedicats o tat gr., BH versus distance has a much'narrower trough
through a number of levels, following the dictates of that than the (.viresponding graph from the second data level;,morerment. Each successive level providesdata which are hence a considerably less stringent repair requirement maymore comprehensive than for the~previous one, utilizing result from releasing bump lengthi from the search process.
which may offer increased efficiency of runway repair and/ Finally, since the detuning of response by appropriate
or expansion of the permitted scope of operations, at the choice of bump length is less affected by errors in phasing
cost of employing more complicated methods of presenting choieofbmplngth iessected by erosingphasin
and using the data. At each level the aim is to define the confidence is obtained in the expansion of predicted
'allowable standard bump height' (ASBH) in terms of operational capability by choosing the former rather than
chosen parameters so that the aircraft may be operated over the latter as the additional variable for thethird data level.
corresponding repairs whatever the values of other
parameters. The presentation of data at the third level is similar to that of

The successive data levels may each be established for data at the second,Ixcept that there is now a graph for each
of the bump lengths chosen. (Fig 7.2) 'fhe data may also be

configurations having one, two, three erte bumps, the utilized similarly, with the additional aim of locating thedisiinction being based upon whether the distance between MOS within the potentially repairable length so that bumps
one bump and another (not necessarily the next) is sufficient o wtin p t length t ha t bmps
for the aircraft response to have decayed to an insignificant of a particular length do not come at critical points.
level so that the'bumps can be regarded as not being For thefourth datalevel bump spacing appears as an explicit
associated with one another, variable. As discussed earlier, however, when the variability
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of actual operating conditions is taken into account for data presentation in the contour-plot approach then,
exploiting this level may be of doubtful benefit-as well-as following the recommendations of Appendix 6, there are
being complex of execution. For more than two bumps, as three values at which response data are available (including
was seen forthe contour-plot approach, direct calculation of for the fo'rmer zero increment at zero height). Thus
the necessary data is an onerous task, quadratic interpolation could be employed. Bypresenting

Data front the fourth data level cannot be presented on a data contours against S/V (approximately the time between

two-diniensional graph to give ASBH as a continuous bumps) and using a single value of L/V (approximately the

dependent variable: a choice is required of standard bump time to cross the first bump) some collapsing of the data";

heights for which acceptable operational regions can be achieved, thereby reducing the errors in interpolation.

derived. Those heights would usually be specified by a Examples of the variation with bump length of calculated
regulatory agency and be related to the anticipated heights response peaks for a single bump are given in Figs 7.4 and
of actual repairs. At this level the data presentation is 7.5, for two types of large aircraft. It can be seen that while
essentially of the same form as item (b) of the data for the quadratic interpolation might give adequate accuracy
contour-plot approach (see Fig 7.1 (a)) since the permissible extrapolation is unlikely to be acceptable.
regions correspond to the 100% contours. Because for each An investigation into the derivation of effective standard-
chosen bump height only that one contour is needed, bump height is reported in Appendix 6.That used quadratic
contours for various bump lengths may be shown together, interpolation of loads data: by sing the same qorm of
as in Fig 7.3. interpolation in determining effective height and 'in

7.4.3 Relating the data to an'actual repaired rnnway interpolating the standard-bump response data to give theresponse quantities for actual repairs errors should he
For the employment of the present concept to be valid the minimized.
effects of actual repairs must be predictable from those for
siandard bumps. The diagram below indicates the A possible technique for synthesizing the responses due to

-derivation of corresponding standard bumps and -the several bumps from the dataprovided in the contour-plot
processes which may be applied to the data obtained for approach consists of adding to the responses from the last
them in order to obtain data appropriate to the actual pair of repairs the extreie values of the decaying responses
situation, due to preceding repairs. Fig 7.6 compares, for two aircraft

types, the responses to three arid to four repairs so derived
The contour of an actual repair must be analysed in order to with the results of direct calculation. Generally acceptable
derive the 'effective' corresponding height and length of a agreement is seen, but further investigation is needed before
standard bump. For the contour-plot approach and the top- the method can be considered proven. As was discussed
down approach at the fourth data level, where data are above, the alternative of direct calculations for more than
presented only forspecificehoices ofstandard bump height, two repairs entails considerable cost and possibly poor
that derivation must precede entering the, interpolation usability of results. No comparable technique has yet been
process. For, the lower levels of the top-down approach the developed for the top-down approach - the allowable
allowable height for a standard bump is the objective of the standard bump height could be decreased by the amount
search procedure and so is determined 'exactly' for each already 'consumed' by the preceding bump(s) but the
chosen combination of the explicit variables. For the conservatism involved would often lead to a serious
contour-plot approach and the top-down approach at levels underestimate of capability (which can, though, be no lower
three and four the respon se data can be interpolated with than that given by the first-level ASBH for multiple bumps).
respect to bump length: for the lower levels of the latter it is
not an explicit variable. 7.4.4 Assessment of ithe approaches to data presentation

Since both the contour-plot approach and the top-down
Theidealization of the actual repairs is valid for a particular approach are based upon description of the actual runway
aircraft type only if 'effective' standard-bump dimensions repairs in terms of standard bumps they both rely on the
can be derived -for any~repair profile likely to arise from validity of the techniques just discussed. Where they mainly
present and future repair methods. Additionally, for differ is in the view taken of the required outcome of the
straightforward use of data-for a'mixture of aircraft, both underlying programme of calculations.
'native' and 'foreign, that derivation should be independent
of aircraft type. The contour-plot approach seeks fully to explcit the
If either bump height or bump length is an cxplicit variable potential of the standard-bump concept by the production

ACTUAL REPAIRS STANDARD BUMPS DATA PROCESSING

REPAIR HEIGHTS EFFECTIVE INTERPOLATION FOR

REPAIR HEIGHTS REPAIR HEIGHT

EFFECTIVE INTERPOLATION FOR
REPAIR LENGTHS REPAIR LENGTHS REPAIR LENGTH

DIRECT USE OF DATA FOR
, 2 (3?) ..d PS;

EFFECTIVE SYNTHESIS OF DATA FOR
REPAIR DISTRIBUTION REPAIR SPACINGS SEVERAL BUMPS
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of a comprehensive set of data on the response quantities. calculations. However, because of the strong tuning effects
Those data are not, however, immediately in a form which associated with variations in bump length and spacing the
can be utilized by the airbase commander and must be search for critical conditions, whether guided by judgement
further processed, probably with the involvement of or following a mathematical optimization procedure, will
airworthiness authorities, in order to determine their ideal soon be concentrated on particular values of those
practical form. Decisions can then be taken on the variables; therefore, in extension to data levels three and
appropriate compromise between their complexity of ;our many more calculations will be necessary to provide
presentation and use and the full exploitation of aircraft full coverage.
capability. It may be that the data can be considerably
simplified to permit a direct comparison with data on the The set of calculations req ired by the contour-plot
repair profiles to be expected from a pahicular technique. approach is uldeniably extensive. However, in the modern
On the other hand, final processing may, have to wait until .eironment where computational costs continue to
data from surveys of the damaged airfield are available and decrease its production may not be unduly expensive,
perhaps be carried out with the aid of a computer, especially since it can be predefined. Probably moreimportant are the costs associated with post-proLessing and
The top-down approach aims directly at the production of preparation of data for on-site use, It is highly desirable that
data which are readily usable, but are more restricted in data be passed from one stage to another in computer
content than those from the coitour-plot approach. compatible form since manual re-entry of data is
Utilizing this approach the main task for the airbase uneconomical and prone to error: while the tasks to be
commander is to relate the pre-existing and projected repair undertaken by various organizations are ill-defined.
profiles to standard bumps. For the first three data levels the standards for data transfer cannot be established.
derived standard-bump dimensions can then simply be
compared with the allowable standard bump heights; for the For the top-down approach the full processing procedure
fourth some interpolation of the data on acceptable stbedtab lied rectytnthescommander
operating regions is required. Hence for the top-down setofdatatobe supplieddirectlyto the airbase commander.
approach on-site processing is straightforward and Therefore it is imperative that all the agencies involved are
generally performable 'by hand. agreed: there will be no chance for second thoughts.

The data provided at the various levels of the top-down The final aspect of efficiency is the effectiveness of the
approach can be obtained by progressively condensing the airbase commander's decisions in permitting operations of
data from the contour-plot approach (level one military value. Too conservative an approach and valuable
corresponding to the final stage of condensation).Therefore sorties will be stopped (or its predictions will not be
which approach to followwill bedecided by theefficiency of believed); too liberal and aircraft and MOS may suffer
the whole procedure by which the airbase commander can damage. The contour-plot approach scores here because of
eventually make decisions on the viability of operations. its potentially greater flexibility in dealing with a givenpractical situation. Full exploitation of that potential
One aspect of that efficiency is the economy of the basic requires the development of methods for its general
programme of calculations. In Section 3 it was argued that application, which may demand the availability of post-
the production of data for establishing interoperability attack computational resources. Thus at present the use
should be undertaken as an extension of the aircraft design either of contour-plot data for specific repair configurations
process; in Section 4, however, it was seen that present (which require no further processing) or of data for the top-
design requirements do not explicitly consider rough- down approach may be favoured: the latter may be the more
runway operation. Rectification of that situation is straightforward and economical to derive providing the
necessary to permit the methods presented here to be appiopriate data level can be initially defined.
developed and established. The proposed design
requirements - Section 9 - utilize the standard bumps; 7.5 The present status ofinteroperability
therefore the capabilities which they require define global At thestart ofthework reported herenoclear route towards
lower limits for interoperability. For the most critical achieving the goal of interoperability existed. A major
configuration the required capabilities as regards bump contribution is the conception, definition and proving of the
height will generally be the same as the allowable heights for standard-bump concept. Methods of data preparation and
level one of the top-down approach. For other presentation have been investigated and in the contour-plot
configurations additional data will be necessary even for and top-down approaches described above two apparently,
that level. It was suggested in Section 3 thai'in the design antithetic but in fact linked concepts have been pursued;
process the potentially critical cases might be identifiable their further development is necessary to resolve a number
early on - the more successful that aim the fewer of outstanding technical issues. Also the roles, capabilities
calculations will be performed for the non-critical cases. and requirements of the many agencies which might be
That same conflict will affect extension of calculations for involved must be clarified before interoperability can be
the top-down approach to higher levels. For establishing the broadly established. The way in which the airbase
level-oneeapabilitiesafairlycomprehensivecoverageof the commander comes to his decisions on deploying airfield
speed range is necessary; hence, so long as all the results repair resources and on permitting operations will depend
obtained along the way have been saved, extension to the vitally on the quality of the information provided to him and
second data level is attainable without further response the means he has to handle it.
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8 POTENTIAL DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS The additional weight and volume inherent in such systems
Means whereby an increased tolerance to operations from make their use unattractive, however.
repaired runways may be obtained can range from simple A variety of valves have been employed to switch and/or
changes in operational procedures to the adoption of modulate damping levels, usually to satisfy landing or
radically changed landing gears with greater capabilities for braking requirements. Attempts to use them for damping-
energy absorption and control. Automatic control systems force control during taxiing have often met with limited
also promise improvements. Practical constraints on weight, success because of unpredictable behaviour.
cost and stowage space will, however, have a significantimpact on the choice of solutions. As a result of recent studies and engineering developments it

has been demonstrated that satisfactory multi-stage shock-
The most readily obtained improvements are via better use strut designs which give advantageous spring-force
of or minor modifications to existing equipment. For a characteristics can be produced within normal weights and
number of aircraft the capability for repaired-runway dimensions. Also, valves have been developed which
operation can be increased by raising the shock-strut
inflation pressures, thereby increasing the deflection (from function reliably. With such designs the dynamial response
the static position) which is available for energy absorption to ground roughness can be much improved while incurring

no penalty for landing. As yet no aircratt type has beenand lowering the stiffness of'the suspension. Increased routinely fitted with such improved shock struts but the
inflation pressures may, however, cause other problems such aoi ted iths ird hock ru butlhe
as a reduction in maximum allowable sink rate, reduced associated design methodsand techology are available for

stability in ground manoeuvres, difficulty in retracting the
landing gear if the shock strut must be shortened, Historically, thedesignoflandinggearshasnotbeenatarget
malfunction of anti-skid systems, or a necessity to produce area for fundamentally new technology: gradual evolution,
higher loads in steering mechanisms. More careful servicing for example in the application of new materials for weight
can also make a contribution by. negating the need to allow reduction, has been typical. Recently the study of loads
for discrepancies wlen predicting aircraft capability, developed on rough ground has prompted a more

fundamental reappraisal of their function. As well as the
The detailed design of shock struts can greatly influence improvements to conventional passive shock struts, cited
their performance in coping with ground roughness. As an ipovemts t o ton iv hocksruy cte d
example, it has been calculated that the tolerable repair above, there is the opportunity to apply active-control

height for a particular aircraft could be increased from 52 techniques to landinggears. Active landinggears differ from

mm to 70 mm by elimination of gas-oil mixing in the nose- passive in that the forces they produce are based upon
gear strut, The existingconfiguration of that shock strut and continuous feedback from transducers which areher srque eitigc ation ofaha sho ck strut ad 8monitoring the response of the aircraft. Three basic types
the required modifications are shown in Fig 8.1. The have been considered: 'series hyJraulic, 'parallel servo'and
percentages of nose-gear limit load reached for 70 mm 'activeorificecontroll
standard bumps with the unmodified and modified struts

are given in Figs 8.2 and 8.3: it is seen that with the latter the Theoretically the most capable is the series hydraulic type in
boundary corresponding to 80% is little greater in extent which servo valves cottrol the flow of pressurized hydraulic
than is the 100% boundary with the former. Internal friction fluid to and from the shock strut. With an ideal system
in shock struts should be minimized by careful choice of having unlimited gain and bandwidth, unrestricted power
bearing layout and materials. (In existing struts which exhibit and perfect sensing of the aircraft's state any desired
high levels of friction some improvement may be obtained variation of shock-strut force may be obtained. Practical
by the use of new liner materials, by increases in bearing expei imental implementations of series hydraulic systems
stiffness and by chamfering of the bearing ends.) have been constructed and Fig 8.4 gives an example of the

Beyond the above, which may be regarded as 'good design performance realized: in a laboratory test the landing gear
practice', more positive steps may be taken to obtain shock- was moutted in a drop tower and forced by a 63 am (2.5
strut characteristics which are suitable for rough-ground inch) step input by means of a hydraulic shaker. Though
operations. Ideally, there should be no consequent penalty their potential has thus veen demonstrated the demands onforthe laidingcase. A number ofpossible improved landing hydraulic power of such systems necessitate massive pumps,

forte lndig cse. nuberf pssile mprvedlaning reservoirs atid piping, resultiiig in weight anid volumegears have been studied, with the com m on feature that they e naltis wtid i l, re tl y se ms, a ke thm
seek to reduce thedynamic loads transmitted to the airframe penalties which will, it currently seems, make them
by reductions in the pneumatic (spring) force or the unpractical especially for smaller aircraft.
hydraulic (damping) force, or both, and to give better To lessen the power requirements it may be sought to
control of the aircraft's dynamical response. The promising divorce low-frequency load-levelling from the function of
directions are to decrease the spring stiffness at the static rontrol in dynamical response, modes. To that end the
balance point, to increase the available deflection from that parallel servo design places a load-supporting spring in
point to full closure - for the aircraft cited above an increase parallel with a hydraulic actuator which provides forces to
in nose-strut stroke could permit encounters with 95 mm counteract the dynamic response produced by ground
bunmps - and to improve the damping characteristics, roughness. That concept has been shown to be readily

The first two of the above aims could be achieved if the applicable to vehicles on trackways, for example, but for
effective length of the column of gas under compression aircraft the lack ofan absolute height referencewill makethe
were increased during taxiing. That is accomplished in the overall integration of the system more difficult and limit the
dual-mode adaptive system, whichprovides a low-slope advantages gained.
spring curve dui ing taxiing and a conventional characteristic Finally, active orifice control utilizes a control valve to vary
during-landing, by using a higher pressure auxiliary gas the hydraulic orifice area and so the damping force which
chamber separated by a valve fior the primary shock-strut results from a given stroking vehocit.: 'his type off y-sm
gas chamber. Extermal 6as chambers, which would similarly differs fundamentally from passive systems because-the
be activated only during taxiing, have also been proposed. damping force can be made to depend on the motion of the
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aircraft and not just that within the landing gear. Clearly the off and landing with the aim of reduing response and loads
scope for modulating the total shock-strut force is restricted due to ground roughness have received little attention.
in comparison with either of the other two types of active Potential areas for investigation include automatic braking
system but the very low power requirement and absence of and control of pitching by aerodynamic means. For current
massive components may make the active orifice control aircraft the applicability of these techniques may be limited
system the practical choice when it is shown that the by the undesirability or unpracticality of adding more
performance of even the best passive system is inadequate, modes to existing control systems but the emergence of

integrated, high-authority digital systems make their
The benefits of using automatic control systems during take- consideration worthwhile.

Stand pipe Outer cyl

(Deleted) / (Same)

Air Oil Orifice

Orifice

Ol(eee) Flap valve Separator piston

Rebound damper (Add

(Added)
Bulkhead Arcidds
(Deleted) Air Air cylinder assy

Piston--. , ,, (Same)

a) Unmodified strut configuration b) Modified strut configuration

Fig.8.1 Modifications to improve performance of a landing gear strut
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9 FUTURE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS for loads during landing, taxiing over bumps and ground
The preceding sections have shown that existing aircraft handling. Capability on soft ground is critically dependent
vary considerably in the capability to operate from uneven on tire pressure. It was shown that a sink rategreater than 15
runways and that many of them have difficulties in coping ft/s did not permit a sufficiently low tire pressure while
with the envisaged operational environment. That is partly avoiding bottoming. On the other hand the dispersion of the
because rough-runway operation hps not been covered landing point increased dramatically for lower values: for a
adequately in design specifications and partly because (as glide slope of 3* dispertion was 328 ft (100 m) for 10 ft/s as
was concluded in Section 4) current design requirements are against 56 ft (17 m) for 24 ft/s. The study concluded that the
too broad in scope to give specific guidance thereon. best compromise for rough-field capability was to design for

The main objective of design requirements is to ensure the a 15 ft/s sink rate.

production of aircraft which satisfy operational needs, MBB showed that for landing on restricted repaired
which aregenerallyspecified in Service terminologyand not runways an unflared technique was necessary, with a
in the engineering terms which could readily and nominal glide slope of 3. Allowing foraground slope of 1%
unambiguously be translated into an aircraft design, in the touch down area (in accordance with NATO

standards) and a variability in the actual glide slope of 0.75'This section presents propsosals which extend existing a sink rateof 4.5Sm/s was derived foratypicallandingspced

requirements for rough-runway operation to include the of 60 ms.

consideration of runway repairs of forms compatible with

the approach to establishing interoperability set out in Hence although the approaches used in the twostudies were
Section 7. As well as defining the repair profiles and the different they lead to a common conclusion that design sink
conditions of repair encounter the section specifies landing rates of about 4.5 m/s give a suitable compromise.
impact conditions which are appropriate to short-field
operation (such as on a minimum operating strip). For each 9.1.2 Masses

defined case a summary of the underlying reasoning is Design take-off mass MT for take-off and taxiing

included. Design landing mass ML for landing

The values of sink rateand pitch rategiven are believed to be (MT and ML as defined in the aircraft specification)
representative for current, combat aircraft: the proposed These masses are generally not the highest in later
cases are, however, applicable to other types if suitable operational use. Careful consideration of Probable mass
changes are made to those quantities. growth, external stores configurations, possibility of

emergency stores jettison etc is required before MT and
9.1 Landing M2L can be finally specified.
The basic definitions and design cases shall be those of DEF
STAN 00-970 (Volume 1, Chapter 304 - the primary. 9.1.3 Landing impact conditions
stressing cases, which relate to landing conditions, are (a) Symmetrical impact at mass ML with sink rate wd in the
shown in Table 9.1).The design parameters shall be defined range of touchdown attitudes consistent with the
in accordance with the following paragraphs. defined operational procedures

Although the landing cases, which have in the past been the (b) Symmetrical impact at mass ML with sink rate w. in the
primary influence in landing-gear design, are not directly average non-flared touchdown attitude (ultimate
related to the operations considered herein, experience has loading case)
shown that the choice of the basic design parameters has a (c) Asymmetrical impact at mass ML with sink rate w,
significant indirect effect on an aircraft's capability to cope with yaw and roll attitudes consistent with the
with rough runways. Even so, the specification of high sink maximum specified cross-wind component
rdtes, such as for carrier operation, does not in itself ensure a
g6od Fough-runway capability (witness the F-4 which is very (d) Symmetrical impact at mass ML with sink rate w, in the
restricted in that respect). Rather, a balanced cob.bioation averagenon-flared touchdown attitude.
of criteria for landing and for rough-ground operation is NOTE: It is normally assumed that the aerodynamic lift is
needc, ,or a satisfactory design. equal to the. aircraft's weight at the touchdown

point but if lift dumping is part of the defined
9.L1 Sinkrates landing procedureallowance shall be made for its
Design (limit) sink rate (w2d): 4.5 m/s effects.
Ultimate sink rate (w.): 1.2 X 4.5 - 5.4 m/s These landing impact conditions are more specifically
Reduced sink rate (w2r): 0.8 X 4.5 - 3.6 m/s applicable to the design of landing gears for repaired-

Because of the basis of selection of a minimum operating runway operation than are the corresponding DEF STAN
strip, repaired runways will beshort, with a very restricted 00-970 cases.
undamaged or perfectly repaired length available for
touchdown. Consequently short-field landing techniques 9.2 General rough-ground operations
will be employed to achieve acceptable dispersion of the Thelanding impact shall beonasmooth, level portion of the
touchdown point. That inevitably leads to higher sink rates runway (undamaged or perfectly repaired).
than normal. Two independent studies have been conducted Although most aspects of operating in the repaired-runway
by NorthropandbyMBB. environment remain in a state of flux, it appears to be

In their study Northrop attempted, based on their generally agreed that an attempt will be made to place the
experience of the F-18L and the STOL Technology Design impact point in a region without additional roughness due to
Study, to derive a procedure for balanced landing-ger repairs. Though that may not be achievable it is considered
desiz. Design sink rates uf 10 ft/s (3 m/s), 15 ft/s (4.6 m/s) acceptable not to associate landings at design sink rates with
and 24 ft/s (7.3 m/s) were investigated for their implications repair encounters.
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9.2.1 Sine-wave obstacles At the start of the investigations reported here it was
(a) (Ref Fig 4.6) Single and double (,-cosine) bumps and proposed to require consideration of the- most critical

(cosine-1) dips for semi-prepared surfaces (left-hand conditions produced by three arbitrarily spaced obstacles.
scale) for take-off at mass Mr and landing roll-out at That has been abandoned because of the prohibitive extent
mass ML, at all speeds of the required, calculations and the inclusion of a third

m and (cosine-) obstacle (not at an independently determined location) is
(b) (Ref Fig 4.5) Double (-cosine) bumps annow only to provide a check case to prevent inaequately

dips at mass MT, at taxiing speeds less than 50 knots damped modes of ground response. Also, where, it was

Harmonic runway undulations are valuable in analyses originally proposed to investigate the whole range of
for identifying critical dynamical conditions in ground obstacle lengths, only three selected values are now
operations. A variety have been employed in past suggested (in accordance with earlier sections).
design requirements (see Section 4), ranging from a The level of deceleration after touchdown is critical for the
single (1-cosine) bump to an infinite sequence. The nose landing gear. It is important to adopt the same
definition here follows that introduced by the US Air assumptions for performance analysis and for landing-gear
Force in the MIL-F ' 1e. It is not intended that these design, For the former a complicated sequence involving
cases and those of I-aragraph 9.3 should both be pre-armed thrust reversers, lift dumping, wheel braking etc
comprehensively analysed - if the most severe cases is often assumed, to predict the best possible short-field
for the latter are covered then it could be assumed that performance. That may not account for loading limitations
the critical tuning for obstacles has been found and and may not be operationally realistic; therefore it is
parts of the former could be waived, required that the cases of this paragraph be analysed with

the operational short-field landing procedure specified at
9.2.2 Discrete obstacles the design stage.

9.3.2 Design cases
Symmetrical obstacle encounter

(a) Limit case: h - 70 mm, for take-off at mass Mrand for
landing roll-out at mass ML.

(b) Ultimate case: h - 90 mm, for take-off at mass MT and
Sketch 9.1 for landing ro!!'out at mass ML.

NOTE: 'Limit' and 'ultimate' cases defined as in DEF
(a) Steps: h -40 mm; r - 10 mm; mass Mr; STAN 00-970, Volume 1, Chapter 304, Para 4.3

V < 50 knots and 6.1,

(b) Holes: h - 50 mm; r*- 10 n'm; This is one of the rare instances when an ultimate
50 mm < L < co; mass MT; loading case is specified in airworthiness requirements.
V < 50 knots The non-linear behaviour of landing gears means that

These cases are often critical for tire selection (size and to specify only limit cases, with the usual safety factor,

pressure) and should alwaysbecovered independently. could provide much less protection against structural
failure in a slightly more severe environment than is

9.3 "Repaired-runway operations desired. The case specified here and the definition of
The repair profiles proposed are those of the standard 'ultimate' conditions ensure the required margin for

bumps derived for the evaluations of aircraft capability and energy absorption capacity
studies of interoperability presented earlier. Cases (a) and (b) are for zero pitch rate at first obstacle

9.3.1 General definitions encounter.

(c) As Case (a) but for one obstacle only, for touch-down
speed at mass ML; derotation at obstacle encounter

h with pitch rate 10/s

Because of the assumption that the landing impact is
on a perfect section of the runway the combination of
three-point touchdown and obstacle encounter is
excluded. However, derotation of the nose landing gear

Sketch 9.2 onto all sections of repaired runways following main-
gear impact must be covered. A theoretical assessment

2 identical obsiacles together with a survey of measurements for 45 landings
3 obstacle lengths - L - 6.5, 12.5, and 22.5 m of a combat aircraft led to the conclusion that pitch rate
LR - 1.2 5 m at touchdown should be derived by multiplying by 1.3

S to take all values so that the most critical conditions for the average rte assumed for shor-field landing

loading and aircraft response are identified performance calculations. On that basis the chosen
value of 107s represents a lower bound for the pitch

Vertical velocity zero at first obstacle encounter rates which may be expected for a combat aircraft

For 4anding roll-out cases, maximun deceleration landing on a repaired ru
corresponding to the specified operational short-field (d) Ultimate case (dynamic braking): one obstacle only; h
landing procedure. - 70 mm, for touch-down speed at mass ML and for

------ --- - -
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speeds below 50 knots at mass MT; maximum resulting from maximum pedal force and realistic
achievable braking at obstacle encounter. assumptions regarding tire friction on a dry runway.

The above case may not be required if thebrakecontrol (c) A~third identical obstacle at the same spacing from the

system is suitably designedto relieve severe loading second as the most adverse spacing for the conditions

conditions Since performance is often the aim without of Case (a) must not raiseany critical load by morethan

regard for'the resulting loads, it seems prudent to 10%.

investigate the consequences of adverse brake This case is to ensure the provision of adequate
application. 'Maximum achievable braking' is that damping.

Table 9.1
Primary stressing cases for all landing gear units (DEF STAN 00-970)

Primary stressing cases for all landing gear units (DEF STAN 00-970)

Vertical Drag Side Shock
No. Case Force Force Force absorber

closure %

1 Cbined drag and side lQad R 0.4R +0.25R 30

2 Side load inboard 0.5R 0 0.4 R 50

3 Side load outboard 0.5R 0 0.3 R 50

4 High drag and spring back 0.8R +0.64R 0 15

5 One wheel landing R 0.4 R +0.25R 30

6 Rebound of unsprung parts 20W 0 0 0

Notes: 1 For main units R = RM. For nose units R = R N . For
auxiliary units R = RA. See para 3.1.6.

2 All side forces between zero and the values given shall be
considered.

3 Tyre closure appropriate to the vertical reaction may be
assumed.

4 For a unit on the centreline of the aeroplane case 2 will apply

to both port and starboard and will override case 3.

5 Cases 2, 3 and 5 do not apply to nose-wheels.
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10 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION bump' approach to achieve intcroperability. Compromise
This report presents an integrated view of the topic of may be necessary since while simplification is desirable to
operation from repaired runways, from the central permit ready utilization of such data the attendant
standpoint of Structural Dynamics. From a definition of the conservatism may result in the prohibition of safe, valuable
operating environment the major influences on aircraft sorties. This problem has been considered in general terms
tesppnse and loading have been identified.the relevance of and two complementary approaches have been pursued in
current design requirements and practices to the provision depth; either may be appropriate, depending on the
of those capabilities has been reyiewed and the adequacyof individual circumstances of their application.
the available methods of evaluation of aircraft ca,'abilities
assessed. The scope of those capabilities for current aircraft The theoretical and experimental tools for proving the

types has been evaluated and the means of presenting data capability of an aircraft to cope with a specific runway

to define permissible operations within the established profile are constantly being improved and, though

limitations considered. Modifications to landing-gear refinements and extensions are desirable in some respects,

design which could expand aircraft capabilities have been do not generally fall short of requirements; it has been
identified ard supplementary design requirements set down. established that theoretical predictions can be brought into

good agreement wijh measurements. Therefore the
Few current design requirements for ground operations assessment of aircraft capabilities is not hindered by
address the problem of operating on repaired runways; thus inadequate methods; however, the lack of early
aircraft capabilities thereon are as a by-product of other consideration of repaired-runway operations ha reduced
requirements. Also they exhibit wide disparities in the the efficiency of their application.
ground profiles they specify. Therefore additional Potential improvements for landing gears have been
requirements are needed so that repaired-runway operation i
is assuredly covered. Moreover, the target of interoperability investigated and a number of measures identified which
recommends that they be standardized within NATO. could improve an aircraft's capabilities on repaired runways

and for rough-ground operations in general.
The variations in the repair profiles achieved by a variety of The introduction of design requirements which take account
repair techriques necessitate the generalization of their
description for the purposes of aircraft design. A family of of the repaired-runway environment is necessary to ensure

that future aircraft have the required capabilities. The'standard bumps' has been developed from which repair cotnofshreuemtsasbncnidedndn

profiles can be specified for application to the design and content of such requirements has been considered and an

assessment of existing and future aircraft. Such a description example set presented.

may also serve as the vehicle for the exchange and utilization In general the objectives for the investigations reported
of data on aircraft capabilities which is required for the herein have been met. However, the approaches proposed
attainment of the objective, of interoperability. Thus the need to be further defined and other aspects remain to be
establishment of a standardized description of the fully explored. It must be ensured that certain restrictions,
environment to which aircraft capability can be related at all imposed to permit adequate progress, have not led to the
stages is seen as a majorcontribution to the unification of the neglect of important factors. The adoption of standard
field of repaired-runway operation. bumps must be substantiated by an appraisal of its

Evaluations of the capabilities of existing aircraft have implications for design and the validation of predictions of

shown the serious deficiencies which hive resulted from the aircraft capability for actual ground profiles. Its potential for

lack of express consideration of the repaired-runway producing data in forms which are suitable for operational
use requires, as well as further technical development, a

environment at the design stage. broadening of discussions to include other agencies, who

The production and presentation to airbase operators of could specify their needs and contribute additional
data which gives an appropriate level of definition of aircraft information to facilitate the establishment of, practical
capabilities is vital to the success of employing the'standard procedures which are understood across the NATO nations.
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APPENDIX 1

AIRFIELD DAMAGE, REPAIR PROCEDURES AND REPAIR PROFILES

This Appendix provides details of the repaired-runway repairs it must be appreciated that constiaints on time may
environmfii, to supplement the discussion of Section 2. It enforce the sacrifice of repair quality.
describes methods used to repair airfield damage, the
resulting initial repair profiles and their subsequent AI.2 DAMAGE DESCRIPTION
deterioration due to aircraft traffic. The nature and extent of damage to airfield pavements
Airfield damage is classified according to severity, ranging inflicted by conventional munitions vary greatly depending

on the size of the explosive charge, the type and condition offrom small scabs produced by cannon fire to large craters the pavement and the sub-surface soil strength and moistureproduced by bombs. content. Damage can, however, be categorized into three
!AMINIMUM general classes: scabs (also called 'spalls'), small craters and

OPERATING STRIP large craters. The characteristic features of those classes are

After an airfield attack a minimum operating strip (MOS) shown in Fig A 1.1: different repair techniques are 'required
must be located and prepared for use as rapidly as possible, for each.
so that aircraft operations can commence. Civil engineers AI.2.1 Scabs(spaIls)
and repair crews have the task of preparing that MOS and Scabs do not completely penetrate the pavement and thus
must produce a co-ordinated effort in an environment of do not disturb the sub-surface soil. Damage of this categoryhigh risk. A complex series of events chosen from the is limited to an area less than 1.5 m (5 ft) in diameter (seefollowiglist is necessary: Diagram A in Fig AI.I). It ismainly caused by aircraft

Establish a new temporary runway centre-line cannon and small rockets, with or without explosive
Identify craters and scabs to be repaired warheads.

Since the sub-surface soil is not disturbed and the
Clear unexploded ordnance surrounding area is fairly clean, the damage can be repaired
Commence clearing, sweeping arid marking the temporary by using fast-setting filling compounds or steel plates: in therunway former case the resulting surface is flush with thesurrounding pavement and in the latter there is only a minor

Remove broken pavement from around-each crater in the protrusion over a small area. Repaired scabs therefore are of
MOS little consequence in the production of aicraft loading.
Push ejecta (broken pavement and soil) back into the crater AL212 Smallcraters
Transport crushed stone to the MOS and fill the crater A small crater is defined as pavement damage whichinvolves penetration or disturbance of the sub-surface soil,Compact the debris and stone in the crater with an apparent crater diameter of less than 4.5 n (Q5 ft)

Level the surface and a total extent of damage of diameter less than 6 m (20 ft)
Perform an initial surveyand rectifythe levellingif necessary (see Diagram B in Fig ALI). Likely sources are concrete

penetrators, clustered munfions or surface-fused bombs.
Assemble, position and anchor a cover over the crater to The depth of burst has a tajor influence on the extent of
provide surfacestrength and prevent foreign-object damage damage and the crater shape. The principal types of crater

which would be produced by a charge of a given size with
Survey the repair to determine its profile differing depths of detonation are shown in Fig A 1.2.
Repair scabs, using a filling compound or steel plates Generally, the crater size and the amount of pavement

upheaval increase with that depth until an optimum is
Complete sweeping and marking the runway reached, after which the surface damage becomes lesssevere
Repair and mark access routes to the MOS and a camouflet develops.

Install aircraft arresting systems AI.2.3 Large craters
Establish radio communications Large crater ' we ditet.cions exceeding those gven above.

They are mt ., likely t, I-, caused by large genetal-purposePerform periodic inspection and maintenance on the bombs, delay-fused munitions or large concree penetrators.repaired surface between aircraft operations. In the repair of large craters debris may be pushed back into
The repair crews maybe required to perform those activities the crater before filling with crushed stone, compacting the

in an environment containing chemical agents, anti- ill material and capping.
personnel and anti-equipment bomblets and other A.3 SCAB REPAIR PROCEDURES

nexploded ordnance. Sight, ease of movement aid Constraints on time are likely to prevent the repair of all of
endurance will be restricted by respirators, chemical- the scabs in a runway - whether a particular scab orwarfare protective clothing and armouring of construction t o scabs ust b rpepends onrt he type
equipment. Despite possible jamming of communications, combination of scabs must be repaired depends on the typeactivliesmustof aircraft to be operatce. Airfeld personnel ,u equippe~d
activities must be well co-ordiniated sice tiey are with the necessary data, which generally include critria on
performed in parallel by separate groups that could
interfere with each other. Though good organisation and Maximum scab depth
training will permit the production of the best possible Maximum scab length anid width

I1
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Maximum change in slope from the undamaged surface A 1.4.1 'Preparing the crater,

As soon as the surrounding area is sufficiently clear,
Minimum spacing betweenscabs, excavators are taken to the- crater edge to pull away
All loose debris and damaged pavement are cleared before upjheaved pavement and clean the crater of large fragmentsapplying either of two repair mqthods. One involves placing and broken utilities conduits and to remove ruptured soil
steel plates over the scabs and fastening them to the under the upheaved periphery. Hydraulic hammers and
pavement, the other filling the -scabs with a fast-curing concrete saws are used to break up large slabs and to trim
compound. Any scabs to be left unrepaired will be initially the crater edges.'Debris is then pushed back into the crater
swept and repaired later when time and runway utilization or removed. The endurance of a repair under trafficking is
permit, much improved if the filling material is of uniform size;
The steel plates employed are pre-manufactured in various therefore all large chunks of debris should preferably be
Thes wteh cotereoed hles fr- tur n v s removed. However, shortages of time and mateiials will
sizes with counter-bored holes for bolts, probably force a compromise.

The polymers currently used for filling consist ofthree parts: If time permits, all upheaved pavement is removed so that
powderadhesive, liquidhardenerandcatalystLAftermixing, 'flush' repairs may be created. However in some
the compound is placed into the scab and smoothed with a circumstances some of it must be left, sacrificing repair
trowel. Curing can be accelerated by heating - in bad quality to save time. Charts of'allowable upheaval, based on
weather polyethylene sheeting is used for protection during the combined capabilities of the aircraft which will use the
curing. Such polymers adhere best to dry surfaces and may runway, will then be employed.
give off toxic fumes as they cure. Safer, faster-curing
polymers are being tested as supplements to the polymer So-called 'dynamic compaction' is employed by some teanis
concretes currently fielded. These plastic-based liquid to flatten upheaved areas or to pulverize large chunks of
compounds may eventually replace present materials since debris in situ by dropping a weight from a specially modified
they cure faster, displace water, adhere better to wet surfaces crane. Alternatively, upheaved pavement can be broken
and may also be used in making structural caps for craters. back but if the slabs do not fragment easily it may be decided

to pull them away to save the time which would otherwise be
consumed in smashing them.

A1.4 CRATER REPAIR PROCEDURES
The stages involved and the methods employed, described AI.4.2 Filling, compacting and levelling
below, are essentially applicable to the repair of all sizes of If the debris does not provide sufficient material, coarse
crater. However, there are certain respects in which repairs uniformly-sized stone is used to fill the crater to within about
of small craters and of large differ, as follows. 450 mm (18 in) of the rim. The surface of the fill is then
Large craters normally have sufficient volume for debris to roughly levelled. Layers of finely graded stone are laid on
be pushed backinto the crater prior to filling. Small craters top, levelled and compacted. The surface is finally screeded
generally cannot contain both debris and sufficient filling to within prescribed tolerances,
material to create a strong repair. Excess debris must be Crushed stoneis madeto closegradingspecifications to give
removed from the MOS. the best quality of compaction and durability of repair.
Small craters maybe too shallow to accommodate the depth Variations exist in repair techniques, to allow for soil
of fill needed for strong repairs. Material which has fallen strength, ground water conditions and the availability of
back into the crater must first be removed, particular grades of stone.

Small craters and scabs may be too numerous and'too AI.4.3 Capping
closely spaced'for the employment of procedures used for After compacting and levelling have been completed a
large craters. As the repair area becomes smaller the use of structural cap is placed over the crushed stone which as well
matting becomes less efficient since more anchor points are as guarding against FOD prevents rain seeping into the
needed and the ratio of mat area to damage area increases crater and softening the underlying soil, and reduces the
rapidly if the entire width, of an MOS must be covered, depth of ruts caused by aircraft. Four types are currently
Several small craters may therefore be dealt with in available in the field - pre-cast concrete slabs, interlocking
combination by one very large repair. aluminium mats, rolled aluminium mats and fibreglass mats.
d Small craters and camouflets do not permit excavation Fast-curing polyurethane may be fielded in the future.These
equipment to operate efficiently from within the crater. That will now be described,
increases the difficulty of removing upheaved pavement and (a) F-e-cast concrete slabs
hinders compaction of the debris. When pi --cast concrete slabs are to be used a rectangle is
Surveys of the runway are used to identify a-new temporary cut in the ,iavement to contain the crater and surrounding
runway and- associated access routes. Measurements of upheaval ai. accommodate a whole number of standard-
damage are made by stretching a string and a tape measure sized labs. The pavement within that rectangle is then
across each crater, as shown in Fig A 13, and used to decide toroken and rehiived. The compacted stone in the crater is
the plan of reconstruction, the timeneeded, and the requi4ed levelled to give a surface slightly below that of the original
repair qualities, pavement, a layer of sand is put over it to provide a bed for

the slabs and to prevent them rocking as the repairThe sequence of events in repairing a crater is shown in Fig deteriorates. The slabs are then set into place and bedded in
AI4. There, arefour major elements: (1) clearing'and bya vibratory roller orplate. Across-section ofa completed
cleaning the crater, (2).filling the crater with debris.,ballast tepniris igAI.6.
rock and/or crushed stone, (3) compacting and levelling the piFA.

filling material, and (4) covering the repair for strength and (b) Interlocking aluminium mats
FOD prevention. The AM-2 matting developed in the US comprises plates 38
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mm (1.5 in) thick which interlock to form a complete mat. the time for reactivation ofthe airbase, rapid dispensingand
The mat is assembled next to a crater and dragged into curing are necessary. Special equipment to meet those
position following levelling, as shown in Fig A 1.7. The mat is requirements is now being developed.
anchored to the pavement using expanding bolts.

AI.5 EFFECT OFAIRCRAFTTRAFFICON REPAIRSAM-2 mats can be traversed by combat aircraft and some Most investigations, of the effects of repair encounter on
transports but are inadequate on runways to support the aircraft assume a profile which represents a nominal newly
largest cargo aircraft because their anchoring system leaves produced repair with a certain level of pavement upheaval
them liable to be dislodged by high tire drag loads and by and a flat central region. In reality every pass by an aircraft
high-velocity air from thrust reversers. They may be used on results in some deterioration of the repair cap and the
taxiways and aprons for all aircraft, providing tight turns are underlying material. As each tire passes over a repair the soil
not made over them. directly beneath is compacted and displaced slightly to the
(c) Rolled aluminium mats side. The cumulative result appears as ruts in the surface and

voids under the cap. Such effects are difficult to predict as
The UK Class 60 trackway mats are thinner - 32 mm (1.25 they depend in a complex way on many variables, e g tire
in) - and more flexible than AM-2 mats and are pre- load and pressure, soil moisture content and the degree of
assembled and rolled for storage. When needed, a mat is compaction of thecrater fill material; howevcr, somegeneral
taken to the crater edge, aligned and unrolled. The mat is observations can be made.
then tensioned to remove slack in its joints and anchored
using expanding bolts. Side fairings are installed ifthe mat is Sag in the repaired surface can begin at any location but
to be crossed asymmetrically. usually appears first at the edges and progresses towards the

centre (see Fig A1.11) because the proximity of the
(d) Fibreglassmats undamaged pavement decreases the effectiveness of

compaction. That is so particularly when a vibratory roller is
Fibreglass mats are made in two standard sizes for repairing employed - its operators must be sure not to drive onto the
small and large craters. They are dragged from storage to undamaged pavement - but less when using a vibratory
their required positions and then secured similarly to plate on an excavator boom.
aluminium mats. If the area of damage cannot be covered by
one mat then two or more can be joined with resin, using a Overfilling the crater to produce a crown increases the life of
single lap joint, a repair but is only acceptable if the additional initial heightcan be tolerated by aircraft.
Folded fibreglass mats are produced for, use by Rapid
Deployment Joint Task Forces. They are made in panels The dynamic interaction between the aircraft tires and the
jointed by hinges of glass fibre impregnated by repair surface strongly influences the resulting profile.
polyurethane. The panel size is dictated by the floor area of Sagging will tend to be greatest at the points where peak
the delivery aircraft. A mat is unfolded at the repair site, loads occur. As sagging develops in the centre of the repair it
tensioned and anchored. An unfolded mat is shown in Fig will progressively resemble to the aircraft a closely spaced
A L8 and its application to crater repair in Fig A 1.9. pair of shorter repairs, so affecting the dynamical response

and the most critical crossing speeds.
(e) Magnesium phosphate cement For the most effective compaction and greatest durability of

A magnesium phosphate compound is formed by mixing repair the soil moisture content must be at a particular level
finely ground magnesium limestone with a complex - repairs made on soil that is too wet or too dry will degrade
ammonium phosphate solution. After mixing, the reactants much faster. Given sufficient time, repair crews will adjust
are spread over a screeded crushed-stone surface and moisture content but often correction may have to be
smoothed. The mixture cures rapidly, forming a high- confined to pumping out standing water before starting
strength cement. In cold weather curing can be accelerated repairs.
by adding a catalyst. For pre-cast concrete slabs criteria on repair deterioration

(f) Polyurethane cement must limit the sag and also the rocking of an individual slab.Fig AI.12 shows the profiles of a slab repair before

A polyurethane cement has been developed to supplement trafficking and after 5t10 passes by the tire of an F-4 main
the above materials. It consists of three components, two landing gear. The profile of the underlying sand, measured
resins and a catalyst, and is mixed just prior to percolation after removal of the slabs, does not match the latter, which
into a permeable material placed in a crater. Use of that gives evidence of the rocking motions which develop for
technique to replace capping of compacted stone by mats each slab. Such motions increase the riskofcutting a tire on a
should reduce the time needed to effect repairs, improve slab edge so when they exceed a predefined limit the slab
repair surface quality and reduce subsequent maintenance, must, be removed and the sand below repacked. A heavy

Fig A 1.10 shows a cross-section of a polyurethane cement vehicle must be used to permit the amount of rocking to be
repair. The crater is partially filled with debris and/or ballast measured.
rock.Those bulk fill materials are compacied and levelled'to Voids also occur under mats - again, loading by a heavy
about 250 mm (10 in) below the surface and a sheet of vehicle prior to measuring the repair profile is necessary to
plastic laid on them which limits the depth to which the detect them. They are prevalent where rutting occurs as a
liquid polymer percolates. Filling is then completed and the result of sub-surface soil failure or heavy local loading.
polymerpoured into the permeablematerial. Because of the Voids increase the likelihood of the mat cracking, which
large volume of cement required and overall constraints on permits the influx of water and jet exhaust games.

-j
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APPENDIX 2

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

A2.1 THE AIRCRAFT MATHEMATICAL MODEL accomodates the latter situation may then be thought
Mathematical models used for calculating the loads induced desirable. It may also be sought to allow for the effects of
by runway roughness represent the aircraft by combinations dynamical response of the tire carcase.
of masses, springs and dampers. While the resilience of the Tire models have been developed which are based upon a
landing gears is always represented (usually in association mu oels hal an develop ih or witout
with a single lumped mass for each) the characteristics of the associated masses, depending on whether or not carcase
remainder of the structure may be represented assuming a dynamics arc to be considered. Particularly in the former
number of either rigidly airframe is shown in Fig A2.. The case, when additional modes of response are introduced, the
tpcamoduto fo rigid frmes is aont for byg a. T use of such models can be costly in computer time becauseproduction of tire-ground forces is accounted for by a ofheemeitofalutngh irfresaeahte

srn.A lumped mass represents the of theedcompsesity
spring, updms rpeet h combined masses of of-h opeiyocalculating the tire forces at each time
the tires, the wheels, the brakes and the shock-strut piston: step. Little assessment of these models has so far been
that is referred to as the 'unsprung mass since it is not undertaken, a major problem being the derivation of the

supported by the strut. The combined pneumatic-hydraulic data which they require.

system of the shock strut is generally represented by a non- Alternative models which recognize differential deflections
linear spring (reflecting gas pressure as a function of within the tire footprint but which, like the simple point-
compression) in parallel with a damper.That is the simplest contact model, utilize data which canl be readily derived by
possible representation and may be supplemented to the tire manufacturer have also been formulated. If carcase
account for features peculiar to each landing gear such as dynamics can be ignored then this class of models, which are
auxiliary gas chambers, metering pins and damping control computationally fairly economical, may present the best
valves: since a general representation which could choice.
encompass them all would be complex such enhancements Finite-clement analyses are being increasingly applied to
are incorporated as required. tires. The complexity of such analyses and their
In the representation of Fig A2.1 all six rigid-body degrees compu!ational demands precludes their being directly used
of freedom are included - if the loadings are symmetric in dynamical analyses of the whole aircraft but they can be
there will be no lateral translation, rolling or yawing and the seen as a potential alternative to manufacturers' tests as a
system can be simplified by combiiiing both main gears into source of data for simpler approaches,
one. Front the foregoing it can be seen that as yet ito definite
The main airframe structure is represented to the level of recommendation can be made on the most appropriate tire
detail required in a particular analysis. For thesimplest case model - while it is considered desirable to employ a
of a symmetric, rigid aircraft the structural properties distributed-contact model sothat allowancecan bermadefor
reduce to the overall mass and pitching inertia. If the effects of local variations in ground height the need to
asymmetric motion is considered the inertias in roll and yaw allow for carcase dynamics has not been assessed. It is not
are also relevant. For a flexible aircraft - a large transport thought that the lack of a definitive model seriously impairs
especially - the tructural information must represent the dynamical analyses currently made.
distributions of mass, stiffness and damping.

The above components of the aircraft mathematical model A2.1.2 Modelling or shock struts
will now be considered individually. In atn oleo-pneumatic shock strut the total force developed is

produced by a combination of fluid compression (both gas
A2.1.1 Modelling of tires and oil), pressure differences caused by oil flow through
A number of different approaches have been made to the constrictors and internal friction. A strict modelling of that
calculation of the forces developed by tires on uneven system would require a hydrodynamic and thermodynamic
surfaces; all, however, utilize and seek to match the data analysis of both fluid media at each instant of the motion,
produced bythetiremanufacturer on theforcesduetostatic which would be very expensive in computational effort. A
deflection on a flat surface, great simplification is achieved if the spring-force and

damping characteristics calt be separated with little
A simple assumption is that the tire force is linearly associated error: fortunately most shock-strut designs
proportioial to the local deflection at a point directly below permit that. Therefore the predictions of spring and of
the axle. That approach may be extended by adopting damping forces will be discussed separately.
alternative methods of data fitting so ttat typical
nonlincarities can be matched and the calculated forces (a) Prediction of spring forces
agree with the manufacturer's force data over the deflection The spring force is calculated using some variant of the
range from zero up to tPK point of tire bottoming, when the polytsopiegas sate cquaiou, usually foran ideal gas but for
method becomes unre*able, and are zero when the tire is off
theground. high-pressure struts icluding terms to allow for real-gas

effects. The polytropic index used depends on the particular
"The above'poim-contact' approach depends upon themode design. For shock struts without a separatorbewcveen gas and

of deflection of the tire resembling that for which the flat- oilitisoften assumed that bcausespray from theoilpassing
surface data were obtained. Clearly that may be so for throughthedampingorificecoolsorlieatsthegagsothativ:
operations on an undamaged paved runway but will be less temperature remains close to the ambient temperature of
valid when, as on a repaired runway, the ground-elevation the oil the process is near to isothermal, for which the index
changes abruptly. A 'dlstributed-contact' tire model which would be unity. Conversely, if there is a separator pist6n the

- ---- -----.-.
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process is near to adiabatic, for which the index would be first symmetric mode, though most have considered several'
1.4: to allow for some departure from that ideal due to heat, higher-order modes as well. The use of modaldata is well
loss a value of about 1.3 is often taken. Some shock-strut established and straightforward, but the ,.aculation of
models seek to allow for heat transfer by varying the index structural responses naturally increases the required
with time - they are referred to as 'leaking adiabatic' or computational effort.
'chronotropic' models. A2.1.4 Representation of aerodynamic forces
Test data indicate that some shock struts without a separator A variety of sources of aerodynamic forces may be active for
develop pressures which are substantially, below, those ground operations: the airflow over the airframe (as
predicted for an isothermal process. In the absence of an influenced by structural response as well as for the rigid-
appropriate model a characteristic derived from averaging body configuration), enrtnes and propellers, and brake
those data has then been used. parachutes. It is usual to includesuch forces in mathematical

(b) Prediction of damping foices models for ground operations. Their importance can be
illustrated by a comparison of the calculated and measured

The equations for steady fluid flow through an orifice show wingbending moments in Figs A2.3 and A2.4.The former is
that the pressure difference (whirh when multiplied by the for a constant taxiing speed of 20 m/s, where the dampings
associated area gives the damping force) is proportional to of the responses to a repair are in good agreement. In the
thesquare of the flow rate:-hence for a shock strut the latter, where the repair is met at a speed of about 48 m/s
damping force is at any instant given by the square of the latrn wero the repi g ism t tied of t aoue48dmtduringtake-off, the dampingexhilI'ted by the measured data
strokiag velocity multiplied by some coefficient. That is considerably increased, which is attributed to the
coefficient may be constant, may vary progressively if aerodynamic damping in heave. Attempts to allow for

metering pinsor orifices are incorporated or may change aerodynamic damping have sometimes been made by

suddenly with the action of valves. Thus ingcneral the increasingthestructural modal dampingsabovetheirtypical
damping coefficient may be a function of stroking position, values of from 2% to 4%: the required increase depends on
velocity and direction. speed and it has been found necessary to increase dampings

The calculation of damping forces on the above basis has to up to 20% for speeds near to take-off. A more satisfactory
generally been found to be adequate, though the effective approach within the modal framework is to determine the
values of damping coefficients have not always agreed with generalized aerodynamic force coefficients for the
those predicted from the orifice geometry; therefore it is structural modes, which then yield forces proportional to
advisable to confirm them expeimentally. Exceptional kinetic pressure. An alternative would be to include the
conditions are when oil flow through an orifice results in calculation of transient aerodynamic forces by methods
foaming, with an almost total loss of damping, when severe similar to those developed for simulating gust encounters
pressure drops result in cavitation, and when flap or plate but there appears to have been no application of that
valves cause non-ideal flow characteristics. For struts which approach in ground response analysis.
exhibit those phenomena modifications to the modelling The analytical and experimental determination of
approach are needed and are tieing pursued; however, aerodynamic data for the estimation 6faircraft performance
probably the bettersolution for the future is to avoid designs can fail to cover effects wich are of importance in ground
which exhibit such deficiencies. operations. For examph nose-gear loads on propeller-
(c) Prediction of friction forces driven aircraft have been found to alter significantly as the

direction of thrust is reversed, as shown in Fig A2.5, due to
The effects of friction resulting front shock-strut bending changes in the aerodynamic pitching moment which
moments should be considered for~cantilevered designs, correspond to variations in the air velocity over the
especially if the axle is offset from the strut centreline. An horizontal tail as the propeller pitch is varied. Current
example of, the stick-slip motion caused by high friction representations of this phenotnenon are inedequate and
levels is shown in Fig A2.2. While current models are require supplementary test data to define the true
capable of predicting the overall features of that aerodynamic conditions. The aerodynamic effects of
phenomenon they are incapable of precisely representing reverse jet thrust too are often in doubt until aircraft test
the stick-slip motion evident in tests. Assessment of the results become available.
adequacyofpredictions of friction forces is hampered by the
inability to measure them directly, and by their apparently A2.2 COMPARISONS OF SIMULATIONS WITIH
considerable variability under nominally similar conditions. TEST DATA

The validity of a mathematical model will generally be
A2.1.3 Modelling of the airframe structure checked by conparison of its predictions with data from test
For combat aircraft with low-aspect-ratio wings, fuselage- rigs or aircraft trials. It is clearly desirable that comparisons
mounted landing gears and no wing-mounted stores the be made for exactly matching conditions; therefore it is
criticalloadingconditionsmayusuallybedeterminedonthe necessary to consider the factors which may cause
assumption that the airframe is rigid. For wing-mounted discrepancies.
ge'ars only a quasi-static allowance for structural flexibility Simulations will generally assume that the shock struts will
may suffice. (The prediction of higher-frequency responses have been serviced to give their nominal characteristics;
which might cause piloting difficulties would require its however, experience has shown that significant deviations
fuller consideration, however.) For other aircraft - combat ca occur in practice. 'ab cover their effects the simulation
aircraft with heavy wing-mounted stores and transports cnocranpractice e theito allowfor themandintt
-the dynamic response of the flexible airframe structure programmes sufficient measurements should be made to
should be modelled. The structural characteristics are

establish the exact state of the strut at the time of a test.generally described in terms of free-free normal mod es,

which are determined by prior calculation. In some studies The correlation between simulations and tests may be
adequate allowance has been made by including only the influenced by motions present in the latter which could not
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be included in the former. In aircraft tests pilots aregenerally characteristics are to be accurately simulated, though
instructed to establish as nearly steady conditions as restrictions on access may preclude that in some designs.
possible and to avoid abrupt control actions; however,
oscillations may still remiin from earlier control actions and A comparison between predicted and measured responses
in general there will be some motion specific to a particular com atible forans, Analogue trace recording systems
test. Simulations for comparison may then have to be present considerable problems in handling data, often
commenced with initial conditions derived from a leading to considerable restriction of analysis because of the
sufficiently early stage in that measured motion to'ensure effort required. Most data acquisition systems now used for
matched conditions at the time of repair encounter. Some aircraft tests are based on conversion to digital form either
attempts to start simulations at the instant of nose-gear
encounter wih a repair have given unsatisfactory directly or prior to utilization. The flexibility of the digital
comparisons because of the influence of the initial motion. approach greatly facilitates the comparison with simulated

results. It is, however, still not practical to make comparisons
The quantities predicted and measuredshould include those for all of the data which may be gathered in a test
which reveal the behaviour of the systeni as well as those programme; therefore a few tests are' selected as
considered the potentially most vital responses. For representative and their results used to adjust the
example, cross plots of sh6ck-strut pressure versus stroke mathematical model. There is a, need for development of
have been found valuable in determining if the behaviour of computer programs which will reduce the manual effort
the strut on test is in accordance with theoretical associated with the production of test simulations and
predictions: the gas-law exponeit or damping coefficients evaluating the modelling accuracy - currently there are no
assumed in the laitter can be adjusted to obtain agreement. accepted methods for defining the overall quality of
Also, it is useful to obtain pressure and stroke data for all agreement between time histories of test data and
chambeis of the strut if both compression and recoil corresponding simulated results.
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Fig.A2.1 Typical rigid-aircraft simulation model
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APPENDIX 3

TEST METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

As landing gears have become more complex and the temperature and pressure. Loads, moments, distance rolled,
requirements for the verification of their performance more speed, deflection and other parameters may additionally be
demanding so the equipment used to test them has become measured.
more capable and versatile. In the past the approach was to On occasion it is necessary to determine tire frequency
evaluate each aspect of their function in isolation; hence
loading rigs were used to determine their static behaviour response, primarily to provide data for the mathematicalloaingrig wee ued o dterinether sati beaviur modelling of landing-gear systems, As very few of the
(deflection versus load), drop towers were used to explore existing om er sufentl r cli of
energy absorption and load development in landing impacts existing dynamomet ermit sufficiently rapid cycling of

and to allow adjustments to damping orifices, special rigs loads for a rolling tire other equipment is used, with a non-
were built to test such functions as retraction, and wheels, rolling tire; correct data will not thereby be obtained, which

tires and brakes were tested under a rather limited range of could lead to an erroneous input to the mathematical model.
conditions on rotary dynamometers. The first step towards To alleviate this problem the tire may be lubricated to reduce
integrated and more realistic testing came with the frictional forces in the footprint - experimental data show
positioning of drop towers over dynamometer flywheels, quite close agreement for the frequency responses of a
which permitted better measurements to be made of spin-up rolling tire and a lubricated non-rolling tire.
loads and interactions between the wheel assembly and the Flat-surface testing machines (or tire force machines)
shock strut to be investigated. Rotary dynamometers were basically simulate a quasi-static state. They are used to
improved by being given the capabilities of simulating obtain tire mechanical properties for different surface types,
velocity of descent, rapid cycling of the applied loads and profiles and conditions.
dynamically varying yaw and camber - the whole wheel
package could then be tested together with the brake control Tire testing for reearch includes all the above types of test
system. Landing-gear test tracks were conceived; early on as well as special tests for specific investigations.
they had limited capabilities in speed and loading but A3.1.2 Broke testing
upgraded facilities can now provide extended coverage. The. VAlly a rake testing u
concept of simulating the driving of a landing gear by Virtually all aircraft brake testing uses a dynamometer,
variations in ground elevation was initially realized by coupledtothebrakeeitherdirectlyorinconjunctionwitha
installing an exciter under a landing gear mounted in a drop tire-wheel assembly. Some testing is conducted at test tracks,

tower. The US Air Force's AGILE research facility has mainly for reearch, but theprportion is low. Both static
expanded that approach by placing an exciter under each and dynamic conditions can be investigated on the
landing gear of an aircraft so that the airframe structural dynamometer. Static tests include those of structuralresponse to simlated ground roughness can be evaluated, integrity under torque, hot and cold static performance, andresponse to cycling. Dynamic tests investigate dynamic
The characteristics of existing test equipment are given in structural integrity, performance, wear, and life. They are
Tables A3.1 to A3.5. The equipment has been classified into also conducted for qualification/certification, the procedure
Drop Test Equipment (Table A3.1), Dynamometers for which differs between steel and carbon brakes. Both
(restricted to those with a speed capability of at least 180 types are subjected to normal-energy stops, overload stops
knots, for aircraft applicability) (Table A3.2), Tire Force and refused-take-off stops; in addition the latter may be
Machines (Table A3.3), Ground Input Simulators (Table required to withstand numerous service-energy stops.
A3.4), Afsd Test Tracks (Table A3.5). Brake test data consist of temperatures of components (heat

A3.1 UTILIZATION OF TEST EQUIPMENT sink, housing ete), hydraulic pressure and temperature,
The scope of the tests which can be performed with existing wear, dynamometer drum velocity, test wheel velocity,
eqipment is here discussed, by primary reference to the torque, simulated deceleration and stopping distance,
components tested rather than to the test facilities, coefficient of friction developed, and kinetic energy.

A3.1.1 Tire testing A3.1.3 Wheel testing
The majority of aircraft tire testing is accomplished using Aircraft wheel testing is also divided intostatic and dynamic
drum dynamometers while the remaining tests are phases. Wheel tests are generally either for qualification/
performed on test tacks and using flat-surface testing certification or for research.
machines. Dynamometer testing encompasses static, During static tests wheels are subjected to service loads,
dynamic, qualification/certification, and extended-life tests. proof loads or ultimate loads. Loads are applied radially,
For the most part, static testing (non-rotating tire) consists of laterally, or in some combination of both.
arequiring tire mechanical properties by loading the tire Most dynamic wheel tests are conducted on dynamometers,
against the dynamometer drum and recording the although some research uses test tracks. Qualification/
corresponding tire deflection and footprint area. Structural certification and endurance tests are run on dynamometers;
integrity (of tread and carcase), qualification/certification, yawed conditions areltcluded as well as straight rolling.
extended-life and retreadability tests are performed under
dynamic conditions (rotating tire) in which the speed, load A3.1.4 Testing of brake control (anti-skid) systems
and yaw and/or camber angles can be varied. Data acquired The most effective tests of brake control systems are on
during dynamnomictcr 'tire tceting typically includes the aircraft; however, dynamometers and test tracks permit tile
number of test cycles, the temperatures of the contained air evaluation of some aspects of performance. Dry-surface
and the carcase, internal pressure, and variations of dynamometer tests can provide performance comparisons
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for different tires and conditions - the system can be A3.2.2 Brake tests
adjusted to some extent and the compatibility of Brake tests on dynamometers do not normally simulate the
components examined. Wet-surfacc dynamometer tests couplings between the brakes, the landing gear and the
have limited validity but can give a measure of perfornance airframe Brake chatter and squeal may be masked by the
comparison, rigid mountings and therefore not become apparent until

installation on the aircraft. Work to overcome these
A3.1.5 Landing-gear testing problems is in hand.
Landing-gear tests are generally in one of three categories:
drop tests for qualification/certification, dynamometer tests A..2.3 Wheel tests
mind tests for research. ..,'nrajor deficiency in the testing of wheels is the absence

Qualification/certification tests for landing gears in~olve o ,specifictions which require the wheel to be tested

dropping the suitably loaded gear onto a reaction platform together v,-ilt a tire and brake; thus the wheel is not
from various heights. Realistic simulation of the forces from subjectcd % bake torque or heating cycles. Test results

the irfameand hos deeloed a th grund s atemted therefore do no' , gtcce with operational experience. Whilethe airframe and those developed at the ground is attempted wheels, like tires, ait relatively sophisticated components
attachm nt poin aro pi g up the wheels prior to the the existing methods for avalysing them are not. Substantial
drop (or by dropping onto a rotatng drum). The data expenditure will be requirea to develop adequate analytical

acquired generally comprise shock-strut load and tools and associated test specifications but is needed if

deflectioi, tire deflection, drop.carriage acceleration and comprehensive test requirements are desired.

displacement, pressures (and possibly temperatures) within A3.2.4 Anti-skid-system tests
the strut, and reaction-platform loads. On dynamometers the conditions in the tire-ground

Tests of landing gears usingdynamometers are generally interfacediffer markedly from those on an actual runway,
related to investigations of shimmy. The gear is mounted particularly for wet surfaces. Performance evaluations are
over the dynamometer so that the wheel can be spun up therefore restricted to comparisons for some system
under load; if the gear is then excited the level of damping changes, Interactions with the landing gear and airframe can
can be determined. Accelerations and displacements are also play an important part.
generally recorded but the prime data are visual
observations. A3.2.5 Landing-gear tests
Tests for research generally extend beyond the usual drop A limitation of current landing gear tests is in the realism of
testsbyemployingexciterstosimulategroundinputs.Those the representation of the interaction with the aircraft

test byempoyig ecitrs o smulte roud iput. Tose structure and the environmnrt (for example as evidenced by
iqputs are then measured in addition to the quantities listed aerodture and ironn fores).
above. Test tracks may also be used and provide the most aerodynamic and tire-ground forces).
realistic operating conditions of all facilities, but at the A3.3 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
expense of rather less control of the test and more A. UUEDVLPETdifxes of athe lessac trol oftTesting in the laboratory, and on test tracks, confers many
difficulties in data acquisitioi. advantages in the repeatability of test conditions, in the

relative ease of instrumentation and data .cquisition, in

A3.2 ASSESSMENTOFCURRENTMETHODS safety, and in cost. Components and subsystems can be
studied in great detail and theirbehaviour determin|ed eitherIn utilising the results from test facilities their shortcomings for direct application or for the derivation of data for

have to be appreciated. The most general is an inadequate mathematical modelling. In tile areas deseibed above
reproducation the r erao etween the component reliable results can be obtained, However, uncertainty arises
under evaluation and the remainder of the aircraft-landing- when those results are interpreted as predicting the
gear system. That and other limitations of current testing behaviour of complete systems on an aircraft.
methods are discussed below. Unrepresented interactions with airframe modes and with

A3.2.1 Tire tests pilots' inputs can be highly significant even to the extent of

Dynamometer testing does not provide the coupling with giving a landing gear designer sonic nasty surprises over a

the landing gear that occurs in practice. Also, because of the gear which has passed the test in the laboratory.
unrepresentative surface texture and the curvature of the Laboratory tests have made great strides in the direction of
drum correct determination of tire traction and wear is not increased realism and, with facilities like AGILE, will
possible. Track tests can provide usable tractipn data but doubtless continue to do so. That trend reduces the risk in
wear characteristics can be obtained only from aircraft tests, extrapolating front component and subsystems test data and
Tire force machines with rigid test surfaces are limited to the path should be followed further. Also, the integrated
very low speeds and do not permit the changing of yaw or pursuit of more representative testing methods and of
camber during a test; the flat-belt types do offer variationsin associated improved analytical methods which could guide,
speed and some dynamic parameter changes but have a evaluate and extend their application is desirable so that
limited load capacity due to their construction. best use may be made of test facilities.
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Table A3.1
Landing gear drop test equipment

Organisation Max,Load (lbf) Max Ht (Ft) Wh ero Af o Other Features
Spin-Up Lift Sim

BAE 20 000 Yes No

BAE 80 000 Yes Yes Moving table for side force

BAE 200 000 Yes Yes Two moving tables

BENDIX 20 000 24 Yea Yes

BENDIX 40 000 19 Yes Yes

BENDIX 168 000 17 Yes Yes

BENDIX 750 000 30 Yes Yes

BENDIX 60 000 15 Yes Over 120" dyn 250 mph

BOEING 150 000 16 Yes Yes

CPC 4 000 13 Yes Yes

CPC 11 000 14 Yes Yes

CPC 95 000 15 Yes Yes

CPC 375 000 39 Yes Yes Fatigue test capability

CRANFIELD TI 50 000 No Rotating platform 115 mph

DOUGLAS

DOWTY 28 000 Yes No

DOWTY 55 000 Yes No

DOWTY 140 000 Yes Yes

DOWTY 230 000 Yes Yes

IABG 32 000 11 Yes Yes Over 157' dyn 250 mph

LOCKHEED 300 000 16 Yes Yes Max vert react 600 000 lbf

LOCKHEED 150 000 Over 132 dyn 184 mph

MENASCO 120 000 45 Yes Yes

MENASCO 100 000 18 Yea Yes

MENASCO 200 000 45 Yes Yes

MENASCO 200 000 45 Yes Yes Over 144" dyn

USAF 3 600 18 Yes Yes

USAF 10 000 21 Yes Yes

USAF 35000 27 Yes Yes

USAF 150 000 27 Yes Yes

USAF 20 000 7 No Hyd load Over 192" dyn 200 mph
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Table A3.2
Dynamometers (speeds of 200 mph and higher)

Organisation Flywheel Max Load Max Speed Brake Yaw Camber
I Size (in) (lbf) (mph) Test

BFG 120 100 000 400 No Yes Yes

BFG 96 60 000 300 No No Yes

BFG 120 60 000 215 Yes No Yes

BENDIX 120 70 000 250 Yes No Yes

BENDIX 84 30 000 200 Yes No Yes

CEAT 120 80 000 400 Yes Yes

CEAT 120 160 000 310 Yes Yes

CEAT 120 79 060 250 No No

DUNLOP 112 100 000 335 Yes Yes Yes

DUNLOP 67 40 000 350 No No No

GOODYEAR 120 100 000 320 No Yes Yes

GOODYEAR 120 60 000 250 Yes No Yes

GOODYEAR 120 70 000 200 Yes No Yes

GOODYEAR 120 45 000 200 Yes No Yes

GOODYEAR 84 28 000 200 Yes No Yes

GOODYEAR 84 25 000 200 Yes No Yes

USAF 120 150 000 350 Yes Yes Yes

USAF 84 40 000 250 Yes No Yes

USAF 192 301 000 200 Yes No Yes

Table A3.3
Special rolling stock test equipment

Organisation Type Equip Load (lbf) Speed Yaw Camber Tire Size (in)

CALSPAN Endless Belt 13 500 200 mph Yes Yes 46

FEATURES: DYNAMIC YAW AND CAMBER, WATER SPRAY, FORCE AND MOMENT READOUT,
SIMULATED ROAD SURFACES.

USAF Dynamometer 150 000 350 mph Yes Yes 57

FEATURES: DYNAMIC LOAD, YAW AND CAMBER, HOT AND COLD CHAMBERS, FORCE AND
MOMENT READOUT, BRAKE TEST CAPABILITY. EIGHT TIRES IN SYSTEM.

USAF Tire Force 80 000 .25 ft/sec Yes Yes 56
Machine

FEATURES: DYNAMIC LOAD, VARIABLE SURFACES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURES, BRAKE
TORQUE (SLIP RATIO), FORCE AND MOMENT READOUT, lIRE FOOTPRINT
CONTACT FORCES.
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Table A3.4
Landing gear ground load simulators

Maximum conditions for each column shown - In combination capabilities are reduced

Max
Static Max Dynamic Mx Frequency

OrxnStanicxLad Dynami Stroke (Hz) Other Features
Load (lbr) Load (lbf) (in) at 0.1' double

amplitude

BOEING 60 000 60 000 17 15 System checkout in progress

DOWTY 14 000 18

McDONNELL 16 000 25 000 6 20 6" double amplitude at 1.5 Hz

0.15" double amplitude at 10 lz

(at 24 300 ibf load)

USAF (AGILE) 50 000 60 000 10 90 One shaker under each gear
10" double amplitude at 2 11z
0.35" double amplitude at 10 tHz

(at 32 700 1bf load)

USAF (LGDF) 100 000 120 000 25 70 25" double amplitude at 0.4 liz

0.4" double amplitude at 10 Hz
(at 35 000 1b' load)

Table A3.5
Landing gear test tracks

Organisation Max Load (Ibf) Speed (mph) Distance (t) Remarks

CEAT 110 1300

NASA s0 000 253 1800

NAVY 61 000 345 1400 Five Tracks

RAE 33 000 138 300 Will be extended to 500 ft

L_
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APPENDIX 4

AIRCRAFT TRIALS

Of all the activities needed to define an aircraft's capability temperatures, brake temperatures, etc) can be observed, to
to operate from repaired runways aircraft trials ire the most record the test condlitions and system itnputs (aircraft speed,
expensive and potentially dangerous; thercfore in any engine settings control input,,, wind speed, ground profile
programm~e the ainm will be to minimize thc demand for and aircraft location, etc),and responses, and to provide for
them. That Itas implied the undertaking of laboratory tests the pilot any data which he requires for the execution of the
st-ch as those discussed in Appendix 3 and then utilising trial (ground speed, longitudinal acceleration, etc). With
data from them and other sources in computer simulations present techniques the core ot the instrumetntation systetm is
using the mathematical modellitng techniques outlined itt usually an on-board digital magnetic tape recorder, which
Appendix 2. Ideally such models should be capable of may be supplemented by telemetry and analogue recorders.
accurately predicting the aircraft's response to ground Since the required accuracy will usually be quite high, better
roughness, but so far that has rarely proved to be the case, than 5% typically, the calibration of sensors may ptesent a
That was partly due to the inadequacies of aethods of difficulty, which should be considered in parameter
testing and modelling, exacerb~ated by the fact that none of selection. Film or vidleo recordings fronm on-board and
the aircraft tested Itad been designed for such operations. ground camaerats can prove very useful its the analysis of
Those nmethods are constantly being improved but it is re-ilts and taay be tle only practical msediumt for somte
untlikely that in the foreseeable future mnathentatical models parameters. They ttay also provide the only record in the
could be confidently used unless they had been validated by event of att accident. The value of visual records is
comparison with dedicated aircraft trials. The aircraft's considtrably enhantced if they can be correlated its time with
effect on runway repairs may also be predicted by antalysis otteanother and witht the aircraft instrumentation records.
and experimnttt, but requires cotsfirntation by trials. Piloting Suitable settsors (e g pressure transducers, straits gauges,
techtttques can have a mtajor ttnfluence on ait aircraft's load cells, accelerometers, potentionteters, gyroscopes,
capability to operate from repaired runw~ays - only through LVDT's) are available for most purposes. The exceptionts are
aircraft trials can appropriate techniques be devised and fotr the measuretmentt of tire deflection and heightt above the
evaluated, ground: some development work, has been done on possible
A4.1 TRIALS PLANNING solutionts. Recording systems are generally well developed
lIt view of the costs and risks involved, the role of trials atsd signal processing techniques, though already adequate,
plantsintg is p~aratmountt. Initial platstittg centres ott tlte cais be expected to inmprove.
collection of data on the characteristics of the system, A4.3 CHOICE OF AIRCRAFT
fornmulationt of a model for computer simulation and Often there is little choice in the aircraft used for trials but it
consideratiott of limitations on systetm performantce and is imtportant that it is verified as representative of the fleet for
integrity. As initial simulation results become available it is which informtation is required, which often intcludes several
possible to identify potentially critical areas of operation variants. Simulation cats assist in idetntifying the relevant
atsd to establish the sensitivity of the predicted responses to differences. The test aircraft should htave tto
variations its the systent data and fornulation. At that stage untepresentative structural limitations, ntust be
careful appraisal is needed of the validity of tlse data ott contfigurable as required and must behave typically It
system chsaracteristics and limitations, of the justification for particular, tlte landitsg gears moust funtction correctly and be
the idealizations inherent in the system model, the scope for serviced to the set procedures: since they isay receive harsht
model enhancement or simplification, and tte betiefits front treatmtent during the trials thtose aspects tmust be coitinually
possible further laboratory tests. When the standard of the checked. In preparation for trials the aircraft should be
ntodel is judged to be appropriate the predictionts of system weighed and its centre of gravity determined, preferably its
response can be uised for a number of puirposes. First, the most appropriate configuration aitd fuel state. Tire aitd
instrumentation needed to monitor critical responses attd brake heating frequenitly limit the numtber of tests itta given
the quaittities most vitally affectiitg thens cats be deflited. sortie. The former is usually manifested byheiatingof the tire
Second, a number of aircraft and repair configurations can beads due to rollintg; excessive taxiinsg distances can lead to
be iitvestigated to dletermine the best choices for trials, and catastroplty since fusible plugs afford ito protection. The

progressive exptcr-'in. Third, modelling can indicate retain sufficienst heat capacity to stop the aircraft under tlte
desirable systeit s A ~niccts, such as tire and shock-strut most severe trials conditions.
inflation pressures wid acrodynsamic control settings, and
the advantages of various operatintg techntiques, such as A4.4 PROVISION OF TESTSURFACE

usag ofbraingand evese hrut. Tat arl us of The test surface will be selected oit the basis of results front
modellinig helps to ensure that the aircraft configurations huain.esmltdrprshodbeepsnav,
testrd arc those witht tlte best capabilities on repaired easy to contstruct and be capable of generatimng near-linsiting
runways, consistent with other operational requirements respoitses of the test aircraft. Repair configurations whichs
and to reduce the degree of extrapolation of data required deedfrtirfecvnssoshptungfrsoss
after the trials. When those aspects hsave been resolved shtould be avoided sintce the difficulties of achieving accurate

*planning of all the usual features of aircraft trials cami ground speeds makea progressive triallhard to coduct.Tse
proceed. positiottitg of the test repairs will be largely dictated by the

crossing speeds required and the associated acceleration
A4.2 INSTRUMENTATION and stopping distances. There may be a nseed for alternsative

* Instrumnttation is required so that limitations on system locations if, for example, rotatioit on take-off and followimng

responises (loads, deflectionts, accelerations, tire landing imipact are botht required to be ott a repair.

I!I
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A4.5 PILOTING ASPECTS A4.7 INTERPRETATION OF DATA
In general there is a conflict between making the trials as The analysis of trials data seeks to answer a whole range of
representative as possible and obtaining good data for the questions: 'Is the instrumentation system working
validation of mathematical models, For instance, in correctly?, 'Is the landing gear functioning as expected',
evaluating the effects on the pilot it is important to check his 'Are test limits being approached?, 'Are the trials results
ability to keep to the runway centre-line in a high crosswind following the predictions?, 'Is the pilot achieving the
but for matching to simulations steering inputs should be required test conditions?, Are the input data for the
minimized and crosswinds avoided. The resolution of that mathematical model being confirmed?, 'Is a critical feature
conflict is dependent on the aims of the specific trial; in some being revealed which was not adequately modelled?, and so
cases there may be a need to repeat runs using different on. These questions are of importance at various stages in
piloting techniques. the trials programme and require differing methods of

oftrials. For analysis. Checks on instrumentation can be made by
The test site itself may also influencethe realsmn of s checking the consistency of the behaviour they portray - do
tests to simulate repair encounters during take-off it is more forces and acceleration-mass products agree, for example?
realistic to conduct accelerating runs than ones at constant Simulation can play a part in answering some of the above
speed. However, to facilitate matching to simulations it is questions. If a mathematical model of the landing gear is
desirable to avoid braking for 2 to 3 seconds after crossinga driven by the measured shock-strut deflections the
repair. For a high-performance aircraft the gain in speed predicted forces and pressures should agree with those
during that time in an accelerating run may be considerable, measured. If they do then the instrumentation system, the
so increasing the demand for distance in which tostop functioning of the landing-gear and the mathematical
A4.6 TEST LIMIT'S modelling are likely all to be in accordance with
ii-,? limits to be observed in testing will initially be expectations; if they do not an error is indicated, the source

determined during trials planning but will not necessarily ofwhich may be located by the nature of the discrepancies.

remain the same throughout the trials. Generally test limits Another important area for post-trial analysis is that of
will be within the structural limit loads/strength, with performance in take-off and landing, particularly if revised
margins reflecting the precision of measurement of critic flap settings for take-off or restricted use of braking systems
quantities and the risk of exceeding their limits in a given (wheel brakes, reverse thrust or brake parachute) are
test. The latter depends on the extent of agreement between advocated for the enhancement of repaired-runway
simulation and measurement and on the influence that
minor variations in test conditions may have. rhe setting of capability.
test limits can also depend on the desirability of approaching
critical conditions. For systems which behave linearly there
is probably little to be gained for model matching in pushing A4.8 REVIEW
theresponses to high levels whereas for non-linearsystems it The above paragraphs briefly discussed some of the
may -be important to approach the acceptable limits as considerations involved in testing aircraft over runway
closely as possible. When it is necessary to operate close to repairs. As aircraft design practice is extended to include
structural limits the early availability of measured data and adequate consideration of rough-ground operations and the
their use to check simulations run by run become highly roles of analysis, laboratory tests and aircraft trials in
desirable; in those circumstances the trials can become evaluating their capabilities become more resolved, trials
greatly protracted. planning and conduct should become progressively easier.
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APPENDIX 5

LANDING-GEAR DATA FOR CURRENT AIkCRAFT

This Appendix, presents detailed descriptions of landing TheNimrod is a transport aircraft for which general and
gears for a fighter and a transport aircraft as representative layout data arc presented ,in Fig A5,5. The main landing
examples of current landing gear designs. gear; of which the configuration is hown in Fig A5.6, has a

split bogie comprising forward and rear pivoted arms each
The NF-5 is aland-based,twin-enginelight fighter. Relevant of which carries two wheels. The main shock strut connects
aircraft data and the layout oftlhe landing gears are given in the two arms through a rocker arm near the top of the leg
Fig A5.1. Both. the main and the nose landing gears are assembly and a balance strut so that rotation of either arm
single-wheel cantilever designs, the former retracting separately exercises themain shock strut.An auxiliary shock
inboard and the latter forward. The configurations of the strut resirains the rear arm. The nose landing geir is a twin-
landing gears are shown in Fig A5.2. Each shock strut has a wheel cantilever design, also shown in Fig A5.6: Each of the
si. 2l, pressur chamber with a metering pin to modulate the shock struts has a single gas chamber and larger damping
damping. The characteristics of~the main gear, including orifices (lower damping coefficient) for compression than
load-stroke and damping functions, are given in FigA5S3; for extension. The characteristics of the main and the nose
corresponding data for the nose gear are given in Fig A5.4. landing gears are givefn in Figs A5.7 and A5.8, respectively.

AIRCRAFT DATA

Maximum take-off mass ,(MTOM) 10.103 t

Design landing mass (DLM) 9.307 t

Design sink rate at DLM 1.525 m s-'

PI;oh moment of inertia about
c g at MTOM 58.525 t m2

4.089 m

@ MTOM & DLM

4.925 in

cg

3.353 t

Fig.A5.1 N.F-5 airciaft drata and landing gepar layout
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Upper drag brace !  Outer gear trunnion
Retract actuator* housing
Lower drag brace Drag brace

locking links

Spring bungee
Piston/full fork drag brace lock, Strut door

•t Steering actuator

Torque arms

Nose gear

Outer gear trunnion

Gear actuation
Strut actuating sse
cylinder Side brace torque

actuation cylinder

- Upper side brace
Side brace locking links

--- Lower side brace
Strut door- Piston /ax le

l Torque arms

Wheel and tire Brake

Main landing gear
Fig.A5.2 NF-5 landing gear configurations
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Shock strut

Stroke 260.4 mm

Piston diameter 69.8 mm

Pressure (unloaded, extended) 33.3 bar

Gas volume (unloaded, extended) 1.165 1

Tire

Siza 22x8.50-11

Unloaded inflatibn pressure 14.3 bar

static load at MTOM 41.095 kN

Design load (limit)

Vertical 81.503 kN

Drag 46.408 kN

NF5 MLG damping
2

NF-5 MLG toad stroke
100

z

z 6 0 -- Extension

(U Compression

20,2

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 0 100 200 300
Vertical axle travel (cm) Vertical axle travel (mm)

Fig.A5.3 NF-5 main landing gear characteristics
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Shock strut

Stroke 209 mm
Piston diameter 56.9 mm
Pressure (unloaded, extended) 17.7 bar
Gas volume (unloaded,extended) 0.5768 1

Tire

Size 18x6.50-8
Unloaded inflation pressure 11.6 bar

Static load at MTOM 16.791 kN

Design load (limit)

Vertical 53.445 kN
Drag 26.722 kN

NF-5 NLG load-stroke
80

NF-5 NLG damping

043
60

ZZ

-o40

IExtensiono

20 c Compression

5 10 15 20 25 0 100 200 300
Vertical axle travel (cm) Vertical axle travel (mm)

Fig.A5.4 NF-5 nose landing gear characteristics
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AIRCRAFT DATA

Maximum take-off mass (MTOM) 82.970 t

Design landing mass (DLM) 54.431 t

Design sink rate at DIM 3.05 m s-3

Pitch moment of inertia about
c g at MTOM 2740.1 t M2

1.3m@ MTOM
1358 DLM

- 8.585m

14. 249m ON

F~g.A5.5 Nimrod aircraft data and landing gear layoutl
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Gear operating jack
Cross-shaft

-- ,Hydraulic steering jack

Stabilizer
•"-Drag stay

jCross shaft
: J,. Main jack
. / -- 5ide stay

Stabilizer
Nose gear u iAack

Nose Leg and shock .

absorber assemby i

Torque Links

Hingetube Fairing

Rocker arm rods

Fr(twnfrotxonerear

FrontRe axlebemasrrstu

¢= beam
Forward

Stop Brake torque rods
(two f ront one rear)

Main gear

Fig.A5.6 Nimrod landing gear configurations
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Shock struts

Vertical travel. 
357 mmStroke - main strut 
39m- auxiliary strut 370 mmPiston diameter - main strut 175 mm

-auxiliary strut 63.4 mmPressure (unloaded, extended) - main strut 34.5 bar
- auxiliary strut 69.0 barGas Volume (unloaded, extended) - main strut 9.186 1- auki'liary strut 0.669 1

Tires

Number
size 4 per legUnloaded ififlation pressure 

1275 bar

Static load at MTOM 
377.8 kN

Design load (limit)

Vertical
Drag607.9A.N

Nimrod MLG damping
6000

80~ Nimrod MLG toad-stroke

E
C'4

600 z 00

300

00

200 E200 10 Corn ression

0 100 200 300 0- 100 200 300 4C
Vertical axle travel (mm) Vertical axle travel (mm)

Fig.A5.7 Nimrod main landing gear charac-teristics
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*

Shock strut

Stroke 330 mm
Piston diameter 127 mmPressure (unloaded, extended) 13.1 bar
Gas volume (unloaded, extended) 4.76 1Damping factor - compression 9.86 kN S2 m - 2

- extension 312.3 kN s2 m- 2

Tires

Number 2
Size 30x9.00-15
Unloaded inflation pressure 6'.2 bat

Static load at MTOM 58.02 kN

Design load (limit)

Vertical 189.8 kN
Drag

Nimrod NLG load-stroke
150

1,00

o 50

0 200 400

Vertfcal axle travel (mm)

FigA5.8 Nimrod nose landing gear characteristics
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APPENDIX 6

THE DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARD BUMPS

As was illustrated in Appendix I, the nature and dimensions A6.2.1 Bump height
of damage to a runway are widely variable. The repair (All dimensions given below arc in mim)
techniques developed to deal with them have their
individual features, within which there are also considerable Published US detinitions give
variations. In a situation where changes may occur at any Class of Maximum Maximum Maximum
time in the likely form of damage and in the methods for its repair height sag nominal sag
rectification it is clearly unpractical to expect aircraft design A 38 25 13
requirements to keep pace. For existing aircraft it would be a B 64 25 13
major task to re-evaluate their capabilities from scratch each C 64 64 50
time the expected repair profiles changed. Also, since each D 76 64 50
nation may have its own repair methods, interoperability E 114 64 50
would demand continuingevaluation of all aircraft for all UK definitions give
methods, 'native' and 'foreign, were there no common
standard for expressing capability. Therefore it was sought Maximum height including repair mat 69
to define standardized repair profiles which could be Maximum average height including repair mat 57
applied to aircraft design and which would be a vehicle for Maximum sag 37
the exchange and utilization of information on aircraftthchangy aAt least 20 NATO aircraft have been investigated for their

capabilities in crossing repairs. They have been found to
Damage to a runway presents itself as a variety of range from the capabilityto cross multiple Class A repairs,
disruptions of the surface at random locations. The latter subject to stringent limitations on spacing and speed, to that
clearly cannot be pre-determined orgenerally characterized to cross multiple UK repairs with virtually no restrictions.
but an attempt may be made to condense all the features of The most severe class of US repair cleared in any case for
repairs into a few parameters for 'standard bumps. For the multiplc encounters on a two-way MOS is C.
purposes of design it is necessary that those bumps produce When the method used to establish interoperability relies on
in an aircraft all of the critical conditions that actual repairs the etion for tu eais oedat on
do; further, for mnteroperability, it must be shown that they the interpolation for actual repairs of data on aircraft
can be related to actual repairs in a way which is invariable capability for particular repair heights, as does the contour-
for a particular aircraft, plot approach, the latter must be determined for at least two

heights. The choice of those heights is to an extent arbitrary
A6.1 BUMP SHAPE but the difference between them must not be so great that the
From a consideration of the profiles of actual repairs, the corresponding aircraft capabilities go from one extreme to
simplest shape which a standard bump might take is a level another. For example, if an aircraft had unlimited capability
plateau between two identical ramps, as shown in Fig A6.3. to cross pairs of bumps at the lower height but could not
Forsome repair techniques the ramps fypicallyhive a step at cross a single bump at the higher then those data could not
the leading (/trailing) edge and may exhibit a double slope: be utilized.-It is thought that the appropriate ratio between

the need to incorporate such features was initially admitted, he heights is abdut 1.33.
to be investigated by simulation of their effects on aircraft. The range of repair heights tabulated above is considered to
The minimuin set of parameters is thus bump height (h), be too great to be properly covered by two heights.
bump length (L) and ramp slope (or length). Fig A6.1 also Therefore an approach is suggested based on two standards,
gives the definition of bump spacing (S): it is assumed that viz
the spacingbetween thecentres of bumps will be the same as Standard Repairheights
between the centres of the areas of damage.

Minimum 38 & 52 (ratio I : 1.37)
A6.2 BUMP DIMENSIONS Normal, 52 & 70 (ratio I : 1.35)
It is necessary to specify in design requirements the bump Thus all aircraft would be, evaluated for a 52 mi repair
dimensions to be assumed and advantageous if information height and, depending on te result obtained or the
on aircraft capability subsequently refers to those same established capability of the aircraft, one of other two
dimensions.To restrict the extent of analysesand thevolume
of information to be presented it-is-desirable that.each fhciGhti would be chosen. Thereby the number of
parameter take only a small numberof values, sufficient.to calculations required-would be iiinimized while making

cover the practical raige of repair dimensions and to reveal t h most approprate for the particular aircraft.
thehtajorfeaturesofailrcraft resp~onse. Definiionsforactual For a method, such as the top-down approach, which
repairs (from RefA6.l -Paper 1, RefA6.2 -Paper 1, and- directly yields. the allowable standard bump - eight no
unpublished data) were considered in order to define interpolation of data is rcessary; howeve,-it is considered
suitable values, Known and- likely aircraft -characteristics that-initial-consideration of two fixed heights, aw above, is
were also considered in their definitions, valuable to give n geieral indication of:aircraft capability.

0ii
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A6.2.2 Bump length significantly influenced by the slope representative values
US AM-2 repair-mat kits produce mats 23.7 m long, though should be chosen. I lowever, the effect of a change in slope is
there is no reason why sonic of the panels could not be predictable so that (a) it is unnecessary to specify more than
omitted to produce shorter mats. According to US repair one value and (b) within reasonable limits, the same length
definitions, longer mats may be made up to be used with of ramp can be specified independent of bump height.
repairs of classes A to C. A ramp length of 1.25 in was chosen.The slopes for the three

UK Class 60 trackway is stored made up into II m and 22 m bump heights previously suggested are then 3.0%. 4.2% and
lengths. 5.6%, which are in close agreement with the defined values

above. (It seems reasonable that for the 'minimum' standard
Pre-cast concrete slabs are generally 2 m square. the slopes too should be lower than for the 'normal'.)

The length of repair affects an aircraft's ability to cross it in a
number of ways: A6.3 VERIFICATION OF SHAPE

The validity of the choices made on the shape of standard
The length dictates the frequencies of inputs which can be bumps was subjected to two tests. First, the acceptability of
generated for a given speed range. the simple ramp shape had to be established; second, the

The longer the repair the higher the speed which will be substitution of standard bumps for actual repairs in
required to produce a given modal frequency, with a specifying aircraft capabilities had to be assessed. Both were
consequent increase in aerodynamic damping and accomplished by means of simulations.
aerodynamic load relief. A6.3.1 Ramp shape
The aircraft's response will be dependent on the ratio of The effect of ramp shape was investigated by simulating the
repair length to its wheelbase, response of an aircraft for which the nose-gear loads

The effects of repair spacing as well as their lengths in generated on ramp encounter were known to be potentially
relation to the wheelbase have to be taken into account; the critical. The ramp profiles assumed were as shown in Fig
former is approximately at its worst when the gap between A6.2. The loads produced for encounters with each are
repairs is equal to the plateau length. Examination of 29 shown in Figs A6.3 to A6.5.The general conclusion was that
NATO aircraft has shown that they may be placed into three while, the loads were significahtly affected there was no

distinct groups as regards wheelbase, as shown in Table consistent pattern that would justify departing from the
A6.1, with a mean value (definifig one of the desirable bump simple shape - for example, the introduction qf a step can
lengths) for each. Consideration of the probable highest reduce the loads at some speeds because of the effect of the

frequencies of significant structural modes led to the initial impulse in causing earlier deflection of the shock
conclusion that the maximum 'tuned' repair length is about strut. Similarly, there would be no advantage from assuming
11 m. the double slope which often arises in practice.

The bump lengths eventually chosen on the basis of the A6.3.2 Relationshiptoactualrepairs
arguments outlined above are 6.5 m, 11.5 m, and 22.5 m, A number of simulations were carried out to determine the
which are compatible with the expected repair lengths for height of a standard bump which gave the same maximum
various types of damage and repair technique. (Those value of a critical load as a measured repair profile. Two
lengths encompass a pair of ramps, the length of which is large aircraft which had a number of significant flexible
discussed below.) modes were considered. If the shapechosen for thestandard

bumps is to provide an acceptable representation of actual
A6.2.3 Ramp slope repairs then the statistical properties of the distribution of
The US repairdefinitions given in RefA6.l, Paper I specify effective bump heights should be insensitive to aircraft
a maximum change of slopeof 3%; more recent unpublished speed. That was established for both aircraft, with almost
definitions give 5%. Theslope ofan AM-2 end ramp, which identical mean effective heights. Thus confidence was
is assumed to be laid over undamaged pavement, is 3.3%. established that data on aircraft capabilities for standard
The UK definitions allow the end ramp to be laid over fill bumps could be used to predict their abilities to cross actual
material - then with the defined maximum slope of fill of repairs.
3% the average slope to a peak of maximum slope is 5.6%.

There are two aspects to be considered for the influence of REFERENCES
bump slope on aircraft response, the overall gradient and A6.1 Aircraft response to danaged and repaired runways,
the detailed shape. For now it is assumed that a simple ramp AGARD CP-326, August 1982
is adequate: the latter aspect is discussed in Paragraph
A6.3.l. From exploratory simulations it was concluded that A6.2 Aircraft dynamic response to damaged runways,
since the loads generated at the near side of a repair are AGARD R-685, March 1980

J~
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Table A6.1

Wheelbases of some NATO aircraft

Group1

Alpha Jet, Buccaneer, Hawk, Jaguar, Lightning, Tornado,
A-10, F-4. F-5, F-15,.F-16, F-18, F-104, F-Ill

Mean wheelbase: 5.39 m
Wheelbase range: 4.00 m (F-16) to 7.01 m (F-4)
Mass (approx): up to 50 t (F-ill)

Group 2

Atlantic, Nimrod, Transall, Victor, C-130, KC-135

Mean wheelbase: 11.1 m
Wheelbase range: 7.47 m (Victor) to 14.2 m (Nimrod)
Mass (approx): 50 t (Atlantic) to 150 t (KC-135)

Group 3

Model 747, TriStar, VCIO, C-5A, C-141, DG-10, E-3A

Mean wheelbase: 21.12.m
Wheelbase range: 17.98 m (E-3A) to 25.,6 m (Model 747)
Mass (approx): over 150 r

i i I I a m • e l a • .
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Heights: 38 mm. 52 mm and 70 mmLegh:.5.125mad25m
(Both bumps identical, egh:65m 25mad2.

Ramp Length: 1,25 M (All rampi identical) Spacing: Variable

7-Spacing 
(S)

Ramp~jXih h
.iengthHigt

ILength (Q - I- Length CL)

FigA6.1 Definition of standard bumps

70 mm

25.2

25. m5m-

70 mm
25 mm-

igq.A6.2 Ramp profiles

00
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Profile I ProfiLe 11

40000- 40000[ 50 kn[

20000[ 20000-

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
40 000- 40000

20000 - 20000-

0 0.1- 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

20000 Ene0peo0paklod

0. 0

o 20000 /

0 40 60 120 160
Aircraft speed (kn)

Fig.A6.3 Effect of a step on nose landing gear load
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Profile 11 Profile III
40000 -40000-[ 50Okn
20000 - 20000[,

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4, 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

40000 40000[0k
20000 -20000-

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0./4
40000 -40000

20000,[J 20000L
0 0.1 0-2 0.3 0.4 0 0.1 0.2 0 .3, 0.4

Time (s) Time (s)

40000- Envelope of peak loads

.0 200 --

Ot -

2 000 0 2
Aircaft peed(kn

-CgA. feto rdet nns adn erla
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The effect of a step on main landing gear load

80000-
- II

o 40000

-Y
0.

0 II
0 40 80 120 160

Aircraft speed (kn)

The effect of gradient on main landing gear load

80000 "

-u - ---- - - - - -

Mo 40000 4II

-

?L v L A
I

A I I I I t

0 40 80 120 160
Aircraft speed (kn)

Fig.A6.5 Effects of step and of gradient on main landing gear load
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APPENDIX 7

DATA ON THE CAPABILITIES OF CURRENT AIRCRAFT

The capabili-ies of current aircraft to cross runway repairs contours are shown for 60%, 80% and 100% of limit load,
are indicatees by the data presented in this Appendix on the where those load levels aie reached. On a criterion of 100%
resulting loads for the two aircraft - the NF5 and the -oflimit load the main landing gear load never gives rise to a
Nimrod - for which general and latlting-gear data were limitation; for the nose landing gear load the prohibited
given in Appendix 5.The repairs are of the form of standard regions are fairly small and within a narrow band of repair
bumps (Appendix 6) on an otherwise flat runway. The spacings.
results are presented in the formats discussed in Section 7. For the Nimrod, results are given for crossing one or two

For the NFS, results are presented for two masses; a 'high' repairs of length 6.5 m, 12.5 m or 22.5 m and height 38 mm
mass (about 9.3 t) corresponding to a heavily laden and fully or 52 mm.. Loading levels are expressed as percentages of
fuelled aircraft and a low' mass (about 4.6 t) corresponding the 'allowable increment, i e the limit value minus the quasi-
to an almost clean and empty aircraft. Results are given for static value - the latter is given as a function of speed in Fig
crossing two repairs of length 6.5 m or 12.5 m and height 38 A7.17.
mm or 52 mm at a constant speed. The maximum main landing gear load and maximum wing

Figures A7.1 to A7.4 define for the high aircraft mass the stress in crossing a single repair are given in Fig A7.18 and
contours for 100% of limit load for the main landing gear. If Fig A7.19, respectively - the latter is the more critical but
non-exceedence of that load is the chosen criterion then for never exceeds 60% of its allowable increment for any of the
a repair height of 38 mm the prohibited regions are fairly repairs considered.
small and localized whereas for a repair height of 52 mm Results for two repairs are derived assuming the aircraft's
they are more extensive and define some prohibited speed follows the (zero wind)take-off performance shown
combination of speed and repair spacing for all values of se Follot (ze win t erfanc sh
those parameters individually. Corresponding results for allowable increment in Figs A7.21 to A7.26 for main
nose landing gear load are given in Figs A7.5 to A7.8; it can undeicarriage load and in Figs A7.27 to A7.32 for wing
be seen that equivalent criteria for that quantity will give stress. It is seen that the latter quantity is rather moreconsiderably more restriction than for the main landing gear srs.I sbe httelte uniyi ahrmr
load. Also shown for the nose landing gear load are the restricting than the former and that of the three repair
contours for 150% of limit load, the 'ultimate' load at which lengths considered the intermediate one gives generally the

contursfor 50%ofliit oad theultmiteloa at hic most extensive regions for a particular load level. However,total structural failure may occur, which define regions of t0 c ons fo a iute own tha forsignificant extent for a repair height of 52 mm. the 90%7 contour is absent from all Figurs, showing that for
the cases considered that percentage of the allowable

In the results for the low mass given in Figs A7.9 to AV.6 increment is never reached.

Two repairs -
length 6.5 a

6o height 38 me

S o __ 
"°

0

2o C.,.
670

to 2 o 3 0_ 4- o

Speed (m/s)

Fig.A71 NF5 maximum main landinc gear load (percentage of limit):
high mass; two repairs, length 6.5 m, height38 mm
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Two repairs -
length 6.5 m

height 52 m

tM

-4o.

I//"

, tto
a

o 30.

a

2o ___

to 2o 30 4o So

Speed (m/s)

Fig.A7.2 NF5 maximum main landing gear load (percentage of limit):
high mass; two repars;.length 6.5 mm, height 52 mm

Two replrs -
length 12.5 m

- height 38 e

So.

30'

2o

U!
0

o 2 o 3 o 4 . o

sped (MMs

Fig.A,3 NF5 maximum main landing gear load (percenlage of limit):

high mass; two repairs, length 12.5 m, height 38 mm
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Two repairs -
length 12.5 a

-- - - -- height 52 uo

U3

a)

2o, -

I* 2o 30 4o So
Speed (mis)

Fig.A7.4 NF5 maximum main landing gear load (percentage of limit),
high mass; two repairs, length 12.5 m, height 52 mm

Two repairs -
length 6.5 a

- - -height 38 at

go.

I-,

C-

0

2o _____

1o 20_30 4o _S

speed (M/s)

Fig.A7.5 NF5 maximum nose landing gear load (percentage of limit):
high miss; two repnirs, length r.5 mn, height 38 mm
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Two repair's-
length 6.5 m
height 52 as

Sof

/too

U
to

C-

20 F - I-

to

100

10 2o 3o 4o so

Speed (mis)

Fig.A7.6 NF5 maximum nose landing gear load (percentage of limit):
high mass, two repairs, length 6.5 m, height 52 mm

[Two repair's -

length 12.5 s
6o, - height 38 me

CL ;- -

'00

0,

2v 3 30 1

Speed (m/s)

Fig.A7.7 NF5 maximum nose landing gear load (percentage of limit):
high mass; two repairs, length 12.5 m, height 38 mm
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Two repeirs J
length 12.5 a

6o,- 
height 52 ..

4~ IS

tM,~o - -/

C1

0

0 L')o

to 20 30 4o So

Speed (m/s)

Fig.A7.8 NF5 maximum nose landing gear load (percentage of limit):
* high mass; two repairs, length 12.5 m, height 52 mm

Two repairs -
length 6.6 m

-
height 38 an

4o

All loads below 60% of limit

20

0

ig 2v 30 4 So

!=igA7.9 NF5 maximum main landing gear load (perceniage of linio):
low mass; two repairs, length 6.5 m, height 38 turn
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Two repairs -
length 6.5 %
height 52 am

'5 4o,-- - - - -

U,

maC-a 0........ -
30

2o

10 -

to 2o 30 4o So

Speed (rn/si

Fig.A7.1O NF5 maximum main landing go'ar load (percentage cf. nit):
low mass; two repairs, length 6.,- m, heigt. 52mm

Two repairs-
length 12,S m
height 3C Ro

So -- -

0,.20 30o4___

4o

a oo

0

Speed lm/s)

Fig.A7.10 NF5 maximum main landing gear load (percentage of; lmit):

tregt 38mm

2o

'to 2o- 30 46 So

speed (N/s)

Fjg.A7.I N!'5 maximum main landing gear load (percentage of limit):
low i iass; two repairs, length 12.5 m, height 38 mm
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Two repairs -
length i2.5 a
height 52 me

6,

So .

0,0

4o

C.,

30M

W 6
C.

20 60o

1o

to 20 3* 4eo So

Speed (m/s)

Fig A7.12 NF5 maximum main landing gear load (percentage of limit):
low mass; two repairs, length 12.5 m, height 52 mm

Two repairs -
length 6.5 m
height 38 m

o,

S4 o

CM,
a

40.0-0 40

C-

3o_____
CL

10 ___

Speed (m/s)

Fig.A7,13 NF5 maximum nose landing gear load (percentage of limit):
low mass; two repairs, length 6.5 m, height 38 mm
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Two repairs -
length 6.5 m

-6o.- 
height 52 mm

C-
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Speed (mis)

Fig.A7.14 NF5 maximum nose landing gear toad (percentage of limit):
low mass; two repairs, length 6.5 m, height 52mmITwo repairs -

length 12.5 m

-o, height 38 Im

cc - -S-- o

10. 2o ___ ____S

Spe OUs

Fi.71 F aiu oelnig.gt od(ecnaeo ii)
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Two repairs -
length 12.5 m
height 52 am

o.

' 0

U

L

toO
2o ___

Ie 2o 3o, 4o So

Speed (m/s)

Fig.A7,16 NF5 maximum nose landing gear load (percentage of limit):
low mass; two repairs, length 12.5 m, height 52 mm

!0

4J "Main landing gear load

4- Wing stress - --0 .

t-41 CU

L

a.

0 10 20 3b 4b 5b 6b 70

Speed (m/s)

Fig.AZ17 Nimrod quasi-static loadings
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Repair height 38 mm

0 'Initial Impact'

So L-6.5m,

S L-12.5m

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
speed (mis)

Repair height 52 mm

Initial Impact .-

E L-6.5m -25

X L=12.5m/

0 10 20 3b Alb 50 60 70

Speed (m/s)

Fig.A718 Nimrod maximum main landing gear load (percentage of allowable increment): single repair
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Rearhih 8m

0.

4)/

L=6. 5m

10i 20 30 40 50 6b 70
Speed (mis)

0,

Repair height 52 mm

CIN

4.)

E 0

m L=6. 5m

010 20 30 40 50 60 70

Speed (m/s)

Fig.A7.19 Nimrod maximum wing stress (percentage of allowable increment): single repair
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Fig.A7.21 Nimrod maximum landing gear load (percentage of allowable increment):
two repairs, length 6.5 m, height 38 mm
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Fig.A7.22 Nimrod maximum landing gear load (percentage of allowable increment):
two repairs, length 5.5 m, height 52 mm
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Fig.A7.24 Nirmrod maximurn landing gear load (percentage of allowable increment):
two repairs, length 12.5 m, height 52 mm
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Fig.A7.26 Nimrod maximum landing gear load (percentage of allowable increment):
two repairs, length 22.5 m, hetight 52 mr
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Fig.A7.27 Nimrod maximum wing stress (percentage of allowable increment):
two repairs, length 6.5 m, height 38 mm
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Fig.A7,28 Nimrod maxim.umn wing stress (percentage of allowable increment):
Nwo repairs, length 6.5 m, height 52 mm
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Fig.A7.30 Nimrod maximum wing stress (percentage of allowable increment):
two repairs, length 12.5 m, height 52 mm
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Fig.A7.31 Nimrod maximum wing stress (percentage of allowable increment):
two repairs, length 22.5 m, height 38 mm
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Fig.A7.32 Nimrod maximum wing stress (percentage of allowable increment):
two repairs, length 22.5 m, height 52 mm
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